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Abstract 
 
 
Top-down proteomics is a revolutionary application for the identification and 
characterization of protein, known to be one of the most complicated and challenging issues in 
biology.   In top-down proteomics, the quality and speed of the data warehouse is very important, 
as high accuracy results are returned by a database search.  ProSight Warehouse fills the critical 
role as the data warehouse for ProSight PTM, the first publicly available top-down proteomics 
software suite.  MySQL, a free relational database, was the base of this warehouse.  Many 
annotated and predicted protein forms have been successfully incorporated into the organism-
specific database and in the integrated database for human strains.  To achieve high quality and 
efficiency, a database schema (Absolute Mass Search), data annotation methods (Shotgun and 
Extended Shotgun Annotation), data population strategies (on-the-fly population, bulk-loading 
method), and a database integration methodology for human protein were developed.  With the 
successful implementation of ProSight Warehouse, ProSight PTM achieved its aspiration, highly 
accurate protein identification and characterization. 
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Chapter 1.   
Introduction 
Proteins play a vital role in living organisms.  Research on the structure and function of 
proteins expands the scope of biology and chemistry.  Due to its complicated structure and 
biological functions, protein research needs a significant amount of collaboration from 
researchers in other areas, such as computer science, which increasingly interacts with this 
domain due to a vastly enlarged production of data on complex biological systems.  Now that the 
human genome project, which identified genes and determined the sequence of nucleotides in 
human DNA, has ended, people are paying more attention to proteins formed from genes.  The 
nucleotide sequences which become amino acids are known; however, the kind of modifications 
which happen during protein formation cannot yet be predicted, especially in human cells.  Such 
modifications drastically increase the types of proteins available and the diversity of living 
organisms.  Identifying and characterizing proteins have been one of the most challenging tasks 
in biology, and many strategies have been devised to accomplish this.   
The development of high resolution analytical tools, like mass spectrometry (MS), boosts 
the protein identification and characterization process.  By generating high accuracy data, 
scientists can measure protein mass and analyze the primary structure of proteins.  However, 
researchers still need in-depth analysis of the data from the mass spectrometer, since there are 
unknown numbers of modifications, such as “post-translational modifications (PTM),” which 
regulate the biological functions of proteins and change their mass.   Hence there have been 
many analytical methods to identify and characterize proteins harboring modifications.  One of 
the most well-known and proven techniques to analyze a protein is the so-called “bottom-up” 
approach. 
In the bottom-up approach, proteins are digested with enzymes, called proteases, and are 
cleaved into peptide fragments between 5 and 20 amino acids long.  Then these digested peptide 
samples are fed into the MS for mass measurement.  These results are compared to proteins in a 
sequence database.  This approach is sometimes called “peptide mass fingerprinting,” since 
unique peptide fragments serve as fingerprints to identify where the protein came from.  The 
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bottom-up approach allows high throughput protein identification and is now used extensively.  
However, since this approach does not see the entire protein, it does not cover the whole 
sequence and this leads to incomplete and insufficient characterization of an intact protein.  
Although existing software like SEQUEST [Tabb et al. 2000], Mascot [Perkins et al. 1999], and 
ProFound [Zhang et al. 2000] have been used to more accurately identify proteins, the bottom-up 
approach cannot reach 100% sequence coverage.  Thus, the characterization process suffers from 
this fractional data limitation.   
In contrast, the recently introduced top-down approach achieves 100% sequence coverage 
by analyzing the entire protein without prior chemical or enzymatic proteolysis.  Based on 
tandem MS (MS/MS), the intact protein mass and fragment ion masses are obtained with the 
help of MS peak picking and analysis tools.  This data is then compared to a sequence database 
that houses known and predicted sequences with possible modifications fully annotated.  This 
top-down strategy reduces identification and characterization to a single step process.  Once the 
protein is identified, not only is there 100% sequence coverage information, but it is also known 
where the modifications occur on the sequence.  In this regard, a database that returns the correct 
protein forms with modifications from the MS derived mass is crucial to the top-down strategy.   
In this dissertation, I will describe how I have built a data warehouse for known and 
predicted protein forms using a strategy I have termed “Shotgun Annotation.” [Pesavento et al. 
2004].  This strategy significantly accelerates protein identification by allowing automated 
characterization of multiply-modified proteins by top-down mass spectrometry.  And I will also 
discuss the ways to regulate the size of the database that can grow exponentially with the number 
of PTMs it supports.  Also the methodology of integrating biological databases for the top-down 
proteomics data warehouse will be shown.  Database integration is known to be one of the most 
challenging problems in database research, due to obstacles like data models and data 
transformations, semantic schema and semantic data matching, and schema integration 
[Davidson et al. 1995].  In here, I will explore the methods that I have taken to integrate 
biological databases.  The challenges that I faced were that some of the biological sources do not 
provide their data in a downloadable format and it was not a trivial job to build a link between 
biological databases.      
I will focus on how I improved the identification and characterization of proteins by the 
construction of a data warehouse containing high quality protein data from multiple sources.   
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As of 2010, ProSight PTM, the first publicly available top-down proteomics software suite, 
that we developed, has over 600 users, and ProSight Warehouse, the data warehouse for ProSight 
PTM, serves a critical role in the top-down prteomics process.  The building and maintenance of 
the ProSight Warehouse, which is the core topic of this dissertation, is described throughout the 
rest of the chapters. 
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Chapter 2.   
Background 
This chapter briefly describes genomics, proteomics, and mass spectrometry, which are 
helpful to understand the top-down approach to protein identification and characterization. 
ProSight PTM is also introduced, the software supporting top-down proteomics that was 
developed, with my help, in the Kelleher group at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign.   
 
2.1. Genomics and Proteomics 
DNA serves as the genetic blueprint for living organisms and a unit of DNA, called a gene, 
is involved in the biosynthesis of products such as proteins. The entire set of genes for an 
organism is called a genome, and genomics is the study of that whole genome.  One of the most 
outstanding achievements in genomics was the human genome project, a huge international 
effort to map and sequence the entire human genome [Lander et al. 2001].  All of the nucleotide 
sequences of the human genes in DNA were identified and this information was made available 
publicly.  After the successful completion of the human genome project, researchers became 
more interested in the process of protein synthesis and how proteins, which are coded from the 
genetic information in DNA, are extremely diverse, even though the DNA is almost identical for 
individuals of a given organism.  Although the kind of nucleotide sequences needed to code 
certain amino acids, that comprise proteins, are known, one cannot completely predict proteins 
made from information in the genome due to variations such as alternative splicing and post-
translational modifications (PTM) that happen during protein synthesis.   
This emphasizes the need for proteomics, which is the study of the structure and function of 
proteins.  Proteomics is much more complicated than genomics, since genomics deals with fairly 
constant genetic contents in a cell, while proteomics deals with a proteome, which is a complete 
set of proteins that are expressed differently within an organism. PTMs modify the amino acid 
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chain in a protein, changing the function of the protein as well as its mass.  Different three 
dimensional structures of proteins, with the same amino acid sequence, can lead to a totally 
different function.  Variations in the protein from the same gene drastically increase the type of 
proteins available, leading to another complication for proteomics.  Among the many challenging 
topics in proteomics, our group focuses on complete identification and characterization of a 
protein. 
 
2.2. Mass Spectrometry (MS) 
Until recently, there was no instrument able to directly visualize the entire sequence of the 
amino acids in a protein.  There have been many strategies developed to identify the complete 
sequence in proteins.  The most effective and popular approach to evaluate the protein sequence 
is to measure the mass of molecules from the protein and match the results to entries in a 
database.  In the bottom-up approach I described in the previous chapter, proteins are digested to 
peptide fragments and these peptide mixtures are analyzed using mass spectrometry.   
The mass spectrometer charges molecules and generates the mass to charge ratio (m/z) of 
the peptide fragments, forming a mass spectrum.  Masses of the molecules can be quantified 
from the mass spectrum.  This mass spectrum can be used as a unique signature of a protein and 
a sufficient number of m/z peaks measured in high accuracy would be enough evidence to 
identify the protein.  In the top-down approach, there is no protein digestion process and the 
masses of intact proteins and large fragments are measured directly by the mass spectrometer.   
Candidate proteins are obtained by querying the database with the intact mass from a mass 
spectrometer.  After candidate proteins are retrieved from the database, fragment masses, which 
are also acquired from a mass spectrometer, are compared to the candidate proteins to identify 
and characterize the protein that is observed.  Thus, the accuracy of the intact mass measurement 
from a mass spectrometer is critical, since the candidate proteins are initially chosen from the 
database solely based on the intact mass.  The unit of mass used in protein analysis is the dalton 
(Da) and one Da is one twelfth the mass of a single Carbon-12 atom.  In top-down proteomics, a 
mass spectrometer with a mass accuracy of ≤0.1 Da is desirable.  There have been many 
different type of mass spectrometers developed for specific purposes, and tandem mass 
spectrometry (MS/MS) is preferred in top-down proteomics.  Detailed information about mass 
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spectrometry in proteomics exceeds the scope of this thesis and it is described in [Bogdanov and 
Smith 2005]. 
 
2.3. Top-down Proteomics Software 
Unlike the bottom-up approach in proteomics described in the previous chapter, there is 
very little publicly available top-down proteomics software due to the fact that the top-down 
proteomics field is still in its infancy.  The Kelleher group at the University of Illinois at Urbana 
Champaign developed the first top-down proteomics software suite, ProSight PTM, and made it 
available publicly through the web. 
 
2.3.1. ProSight PTM 
ProSight PTM (http://prosightptm.scs.uiuc.edu) is a web-based software and database suite 
for the identification and characterization of proteins [Taylor et al. 2003].  It is designed to 
support top-down identification and characterization of intact proteins.  ProSight PTM consists 
of search engines, characterization applications, utilities and databases [LeDuc et al. 2004].  
Users upload their data using the web interface and ProSight PTM returns a result which shows 
the best match based on the user’s data.  The result not only shows the type of protein, but also 
provides the all the modification information for the protein.   
Figure 1 shows a diagram of ProSight PTM.  There are three major components; Web GUI, 
ProSight Retriever, and ProSight Warehouse.  Project Tracker, shown as linked to the users in 
the diagram, is the database where the users store their search results from ProSight PTM.  
Figure 2 shows a screenshot of ProSight PTM.  The left column lists many utilities to help the 
users improve their protein search.  The rest of the screen shows the search parameters and 
options to narrow the search criteria.  The bottom center displays the highly annotated databases 
so that the users can choose the organism that they are working on.  A ProSight PTM account is 
available upon request and there is no charge to use it.  More details about ProSight PTM will be 
described throughout the rest of this dissertation. 
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Figure 1: ProSight PTM 
2.3.2. ProSight Retriever  
ProSight Retriever is the main search engine of ProSight PTM.  It supports three search 
methods: absolute mass search, sequence tag search, and hybrid search.  The absolute mass 
search uses the intact mass acquired from MS and queries the database to get the candidate 
proteins within the mass range that the user specified.  Then the masses of the observed fragment 
ions of intact proteins are matched to candidate proteins to determine the observed protein form.  
The sequence tag search uses sequence tags, which are small amino acid sequences; each amino 
acid in the sequence tag is obtained by comparing the difference of the fragment ion masses, then 
the difference is matched to the mass of an amino acid.  The sequence tags are then matched to 
the basic sequence, which is an unmodified sequence, in the database.  The hybrid search 
combines these two methods.  Candidate proteins are selected by using the sequence tag search, 
followed by the absolute mass search method.  Detailed implementations of these search 
methods and the scoring algorithms are explained in [Talyor et al. 2003] and [LeDuc et al. 2004]. 
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Figure 2: Screenshot of ProSight PTM 
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2.3.3. ProSightPC® 
While ProSight PTM is a web based software suite, ProSightPC® is a stand-alone 
application that can run on the user’s own computer.  ProSightPC® is more flexible in that it 
allows the users to create their own databases and modify the parameters according to their 
research needs.  The major implementation of the search engine (ProSight Retriever) and the 
data warehouse are the same as in ProSight PTM, however, the helper utilities, such as the 
sequence annotator and the database uploader to convert and to populate the user data to the data 
warehouse, are additionally provided.  The users of ProSightPC® need in-depth knowledge of 
how the ProSight system works since the performance of protein identification and 
characterization depends on how the user constructs the database and sets the search parameters 
of the search algorithm.  The users of ProSightPC® are responsible for the data that they upload 
to the database and lack of knowledge about the ProSight system might result in inaccurate 
search results.  On the contrary, all the databases in ProSight PTM are managed in a centralized 
manner and the quality of the data in the databases are guaranteed by the ProSight PTM 
management team.  However, ProSightPC® is very useful for users who want to identify and 
characterize a small set of their own data.   
 
2.3.4. ProSight Warehouse (PTM Warehouse) 
ProSight Warehouse is a collection of databases supporting ProSight PTM.  It is also called 
PTM Warehouse when it is used with ProSightPC®.  Each database of ProSight Warehouse 
contains protein sequences annotated with post-translational modifications, such as acetylation 
and phosphorylation, and other modifications that contribute to the change of protein mass.    
In ProSight PTM, if the user has a query for an organism whose database is not yet on 
ProSight Warehouse, the user can request that database be added.  As a data warehouse 
administrator of the ProSight team, I create the database for the user as quickly as possible and 
my effort was acknowledged by Matthias Mann in his work [Macek et al. 2006].  If there is a 
database request from the user, the database is built from confirmed protein resources, such as 
UniProt or from the user’s own protein data, if there is no known protein data available.   
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The role of ProSight Warehouse is critical since top-down proteomics heavily depends on 
the quality of the data warehouse.  As of June 2010, ProSight Warehouse has more than 2.8 
million protein forms in 24 databases covering 19 different organisms, including human.   
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Chapter 3.  
Top-down Proteomics Database 
As briefly described in the previous chapter, the role of the database in top-down 
proteomics is crucial, since the major strength of top-down proteomics comes from the quality of 
the database.  If the database does not contain the protein form that matches the query, it could 
end up returning an incorrect result, or need additional steps to find the closest protein form.  
Thus building an extensive database, which covers as many queries as possible, was my top 
priority in this work. 
Unlike the classic bottom-up approach, which sometimes requires human intervention and 
additional processes to localize PTMs, top-down proteomics enables identification and 
characterization at the same time.  In the bottom-up approach, only after the identification of the 
protein process is complete can characterization follow.  Identification, in this context, means 
finding the sequence’s exact protein type.  Characterization is figuring out what kind of 
modifications or changes occur in the identified sequence.   The top-down proteomics database 
accomplishes this two-step process at once by having the protein sequence data annotated with 
possible modifications.   To make it possible, the database should have as many protein forms as 
possible.  There is a risk of false positives due to the large search space.  The more the protein 
sequences, the higher the spurious matches.  However, it is advantageous to have more protein 
forms in order not to miss the right protein form that the user observed.  Figure 3 graphically 
shows my strategy for the search space of the database.  I wanted to accomplish having the 
maximum search space filled with high quality protein information in a limited storage space.  In 
this chapter, I discuss the various aspects of building a high quality annotated database that is 
well-suited for the top-down proteomics software. 
 
3.1. Database Design 
When I designed the database as a data warehouse for ProSight PTM, I initially focused on 
the fast retrieval of the candidate proteins by a given mass.  Since the queries from the search 
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engine are mostly the intact mass of a protein, the database that returns the results within the 
given range of masses as fast as possible is the most important thing to consider when designing 
the database.  And, in terms of performances, the number of tables in the database should be 
minimal so that expensive database operations like join, that might slow down the search speed 
will be needed less frequently.  Also I want the database to be compact, so that it can be ported to 
any size computing environment.  Keeping these things in mind, I developed a schema called 
‘absolute mass search’ schema for the database. 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Search space of many closely-related protein forms 
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Figure 4: Absolute Mass Search schema 
 
3.1.1. Absolute Mass Search Schema 
This schema is developed to return the candidate proteins very fast from the mass query, 
since all the masses of the protein sequences were pre-calculated, stored, and indexed in 
advance.  After I import the protein sequence and modification information from the external 
protein databases, protein forms are annotated, all the required masses are calculated, and the 
data are populated into a database.  In a top-down proteomics database search, the initial queries 
from the user are given by the protein mass called the intact mass.  There is no other data type 
such as strings and texts involved in choosing the candidate proteins in the initial search.  If the 
right protein from the first search is not obtained, then more elaborate queries will follow.  
Ideally the best result is returned so no additional steps are needed.  The first search queries are 
all based on masses, and this makes a complicated biological problem, finding very complicated 
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proteins with all the detailed information, simple.  Only the protein forms whose masses are in 
the user-specified range are needed, and it is not difficult to devise a strategy to return the results 
based on numbers.  So the records in the database are sorted and indexed by mass, which is the 
basic functionality of the database management system (DBMS).  This helps with devising a 
simple and effective database schema.  Also, I try not to generate computationally expensive 
database operations such as join by having the least number of the tables possible.  This leads to 
having a database schema that contains all the sequences and PTM information in one table.  
Even if this database design needs a significant amount of storage space, if all the sequences fit 
in a database, it would not be a problem, since the size of available storage is increasing and its 
cost is decreasing.  An additional benefit is that only a small number of updates to the tables is 
needed, so there is no issue with complicated update transactions, like cascade updates, due to 
the small number of tables.  Thus absolute mass search schema benefits us by satisfying these 
requirements.  Other than the storage space limit, the weakness of the absolute mass search 
schema is that the number of records in the database can increase exponentially with the number 
of PTMs supported.  This will be discussed in the last part of this section.  The heuristics that 
regulate the number of PTMs will be explained in 3.3.2. 
Figure 4 shows the initial design of the absolute mass search schema.  In ProSight 
Warehouse, there is one DB_index database, which is a metadatabase containing information 
about multiple organism-specific databases.  The DB_index database is a database of databases 
containing all the information about organism-specific databases.  No matter how many 
databases there are, there is only one DB_index database present.  It serves like an information 
front desk for the ProSight Warehouse.   
An organism-specific database is the actual database that stores the individual protein 
information of an organism.  Each organism database has two tables, Protein_Form and Gene.  
The Protein_Form table is the main table that stores most of the information including all the 
masses, modifications, and sequences.  In Figure 4, there is an attribute represented as a vertical 
dotted line.  That represents the possibility that the table may grow for each modification.  In this 
schema, ‘Init-Methionine,’ ‘Phosphorylation,’ ‘Acetylation,’ and ‘GP Anchor’ are the names of 
modifications and the attributes flag their existence in the protein sequences.  These attributes are 
indicated by binary flags.  For example, if there is a phosphorylation on a protein sequence, this 
attribute has the value 1.  If not, it has 0.  My initial goal was representing up to 15 PTMs per 
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protein sequence.  So the initial schema would have 15 attributes to mark modifications.  
However, by using the shotgun annotation which will be described in the next section, I can 
directly get the modification information from the annotated sequences and I no longer need 
separate fields to tag modifications.  Thus these attributes are eventually removed from the table 
and it makes the table small and compact.   
The advantage of the absolute mass search schema is that no matter how many protein 
forms are in the database, the search time does not grow linearly with the size of the database 
due to the nature of the indexing of the DBMS.  Here is a brief explanation of how the index 
helps to achieve a fast search time given a vast amount of data. 
I choose a relational database as a DBMS for the warehouse, since the data model is based 
on tables.  To be specific, I selected MySQL, one of the most popular relational databases, as a 
DBMS for ProSight Warehouse.  MySQL utilizes the the B-tree [Comer 1979] data structure for 
an index.  Since the B-tree is a self-balancing search tree, search operations can be done in 
logarithmic amortized time.  In the popular Big-O notation, a B-tree has (O(log n)) search time.  
A B-tree ensures the same depth for all leaf nodes and maximizes the number of child nodes for 
all the parent nodes.  If the number of data items grows, it increases the number of child nodes 
rather than increases the depth of the search tree.  Because of this characteristic, even if the 
amount of data increases a lot, the depth of the indexing tree does not grow significantly.  This 
allows a search that transverses the indexing tree from the root to the leaf which is faster and the 
search time is not slowed down proportionally by data growth.  In addition, the mass attributes I 
index in the ProSight Warehouse have the data type of ‘double,’ which is a double-precision 
floating number.  Also, the double data type only takes up a fixed amount of 8 bytes per each 
record, which keeps the size of the index small.  Since I use two types of mass, average mass and 
monoisotopic mass for each protein sequence, there are 16 bytes of data per record to be indexed.  
If I had to index the sequence data by a string data type, it would take up most of the disk space 
(approx. 500 bytes per record), and I might need to manage the growth of the indices.  
Another advantage of this design is that by simply expanding the value in a ‘Basic Seq ID’ 
flag, it can represent a different tier approach of the gene and protein model easily.  I termed the 
protein sequence without any modification a basic sequence.  So if the basic sequence ID flag is 
marked as 1 for a certain protein record, this protein does not have any modifications on it.  The 
protein which includes some modification is denoted by ‘0.’  By using this 0/1 logic, I can 
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implement a simple model.  Basic Seq ID can have values other than 0 and 1.  I could assign a 
value of 2 for the variants and 3 for the conflict sequence.  Thus, I can facilitate a different model 
without changing the schema this way.  More details will be discussed in section 3. 5. 
However, a major drawback of absolute mass search schema is that the size of the database 
grows exponentially with the increase of the number of PTMs supported.  The basic approach of 
absolute mass search schema is that I generate all the possible combinations of the sequences 
with respect to the number of the modifications in the sequence.  For example, if there are 3 
possible modifications in the sequence, there will be 23, 8 different sequences.  This means that 
by having n modifications in a sequence, there are 2n different protein forms in the database.  
This will affect the scalability of the database significantly.  Thus, this schema works well for the 
situation where a limited number of PTMs is expected.  I will justify this approach in 6.1.  The 
current version of ProSight Warehouse for ProSight PTM and ProSightPC® is implemented 
using this schema.  Due to a potential scalability problem, Fellers and LeDuc in the Kelleher 
group also devised an alternate schema, Automatic Protein Characterization [Fellers 2005]. 
 
3.1.2. Automatic Protein Characterization 
Absolute mass search schema ensures a fast search time, however, the size of the database 
will grow very fast if it must handle more modifications than initially planned.  The worst 
scenario is adding one more modification which affects every entry in the database, thus the size 
of the database is doubled by that (2n → 2n+1).  Although there are not many modifications that 
can happen in every protein, some modification that happens frequently, such as N-terminal 
acetylations, would be a case like this.  As more and more SNP (Single Nucleotide 
Polymorphism) cases found in human protein are found, it increases the number of modifications 
in each protein significantly.  SNP will be discussed in detail in 4.1.4.  Thus, a more scalable 
schema called Automatic Protein Characterization (APC) was proposed by Richard LeDuc of the 
Kelleher group [Fellers 2005].  Figure 5 shows the APC schema.   
The bottom line of this approach is that all the modifications that cause mass discrepancies 
are stored in a separate table and the basic sequence, which is an unmodified sequence, is the 
only sequence stored in the sequence table for the corresponding gene type.  Then when a query 
arrives, the database is used to create all possible protein forms on-the-fly and then returns the 
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candidate forms to the search engine.  To reduce unnecessary join operations that cause 
significant performance overhead, the maximum mass and the minimum mass possible with 
modifications are pre-calculated and only the protein forms that fit into that mass range are 
generated.   
 
 
Figure 5: Automatic Protein Characterization schema (Figure courtesy of the Kelleher group) 
This schema is expected to scale well as the number of PTMs grow, since the newly added 
PTM only increases the number of tuples in a few tables by one.  It does not add all the 
combinations of possible protein forms to the tables like the absolute mass search schema.  So, if 
one more modification that affects all the protein forms is added, it only increases the number of 
entries by one in tables that store the modification information.  Thus the size growth of the 
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database stays linear (O(n)) rather than exponential (O(n2)) as in the absolute mass search 
schema.  Ryan Fellers demonstrated the performance of the APC schema in [Fellers 2005] and 
showed preliminary results of search speed comparison and size.  He also explained that the APC 
schema scales well because of the linear storage of modification sites.  However, the experiments 
have not been thoroughly done, and the performance overhead is still an issue to be fully 
resolved in the APC schema in ProSight PTM and ProSightPC®.  In addition, implementation of 
the APC is much more complicated than the absolute mass search schema.  This trade-off 
contributes to my choice of the absolute mass search schema for my software. 
 
3.2. Data Annotation 
One of the main reasons that I needed to build the protein modification warehouse is that no 
other protein databases which use top-down MS data are available that have site-specific 
modification information annotated directly in the sequences.  Such a database makes top-down 
proteomics feasible because all the masses are pre-calculated and all the modifications are pre-
annotated.  For example, SWISS-PROT (now “UniProt”), a protein database which is widely 
known for rich protein information, stores the PTM information in a separate field [Boeckmann 
et al. 2003; Bairoch et al. 2005].  So, unless I do a conversion process, I can not obtain 
information such as the mass of a certain type of protein with several known PTMs.  Thus, I 
decided to annotate the protein sequences and to put the modification information directly onto 
the protein sequences.  By annotating the sequences using all the information possible from the 
source database, I not only could generate all the possible forms resulting from different 
combinations of the modifications, but I also could give the user the modification information in 
the search results by using appropriate annotation methods.  Annotating modification 
information directly into the sequence has never been used before and this attempt has a critical 
role in building the data warehouse for the top-down proteomics field. 
 
3.2.1. Shotgun Annotation 
Shotgun annotation is a way to put corresponding PTM IDs in front of an amino acid that 
has a certain type of PTM.  In the sequence field of the database, I store protein sequences with 
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different numbers of amino acids, coded as ASCII characters.  Each amino acid is represented by 
a letter (e.g. G for Glycine and M for Methionine) and there are 20 different amino acids that are 
widely acceptable.  I add integer IDs to mark what kind of PTMs happen on which amino acid in 
the sequence.  Since I will not do any mathematical operations on these numeric IDs, the text 
data type of the sequence field in the database does not needs to be changed.  Even if I have a 
situation where integer IDs are needed, it is not difficult to parse out the IDs from the sequence 
and convert those.  Since I put parenthesis before and after the PTM IDs, I could use parenthesis 
as a delimiter when I parse the sequences.  Figure 6 shows an example of shotgun annotation.   
To put PTM IDs inside of the sequence, a standardized and consistent representation for 
each PTM is necessary.  Rather than creating PTM IDs of my own, I have chosen a RESID 
[Garavelli 1999] identifier for the PTM information.  RESID (http://pir.georgetown.edu/cgi-
bin/resid) is a publicly available protein database made by Dr. John Garavelli that has all the 
known PTM types for proteins.  As seen in Figure 6, if a serine (S) in the sequence is 
phosphorylated, “(037)” is added, which is a RESID ID for a phosphorylated serine, in front of 
S.  This tells the user and the software the location and the type of PTM in the sequence.  When 
this annotated PTM information is shown to the user, the user can get more information about 
the specific PTM through the web interface by clicking the hyperlink I have added to every PTM 
ID.  Dr. Jame Pesavento shows in his research how shotgun annotation contributes to identify 
and characterize the histone H4 with high precision [Pesaveto et al. 2004]. 
 
 
Figure 6: Shotgun annotation 
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3.2.2. Extended Shotgun Annotation 
Although shotgun annotation offers an efficient way of representing PTMs on any amino 
acid, it is useful to mark modifications that are not in RESID.  Since I wanted ProSight 
Warehouse to be a data warehouse capable of annotating all the modifications available 
effectively, I have developed extended shotgun annotation to accommodate modifications other 
than PTMs.  One good example is a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP).  An SNP is a 
modification that one nucleotide change in DNA might lead to a single amino acid change in the 
protein sequence, and it is a very frequent event.  If a certain amino acid was replaced due to an 
SNP, it would be very helpful for the user to know what the original amino acid was and what 
kind of modification had happened.  So while shotgun annotation only uses integer IDs to mark 
the modifications, extended shotgun annotation expands its representing ability by using more 
symbols and letters.   
Figure 7 shows the comparison of shotgun annotation and the extended shotgun annotation 
side by side.  In Figure 7 (b), there are more than integers inside of parentheses.  The first 
negative sign in “(-2A)S” indicates that the information inside of parentheses is not a RESID ID.  
Then the following number 2 means the type of the modification which is SNP and the next “S” 
designates the amino acid S (serine) is replaced by A (alanine), located right after the parenthesis, 
due to the SNP event.  Thus the protein sequence whose serine is replaced by alanine because of 
SNP is seen.   
By using this extended annotation, I am able to express many different types of molecular 
changes to proteins.  I might be able to extend this concept even further in the future by using 
representations inside of the parentheses which are not currently database acceptable characters.  
If shotgun annotation is a basic way to put a modification ID with an amino acid, then extended 
shotgun annotation is a way to put a modification ID and any other type of information, even that 
which is currently unknown. 
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(a) …ASDT(037)STTE… 
(b) …ASDT(-2S)ATTE… 
Figure 7: Shotgun annotation and extended shotgun annotation 
 
3.3. Data Generation 
ProSight Warehouse obtains data from external known protein databases.  Thus, ProSight 
Warehouse starts with the conversion of the database and then sequence annotation is added as 
described previously.  However, this might not be sufficient, since protein databases do not have 
some protein forms that might exist and have not been reported yet.  Some of these protein forms 
might be able to be predicted using known biological rules.  This section describes how predicted 
protein forms are made by using simple rules and discusses how I limit the number of possible 
forms if there are more modifications than the database can handle.  Since the data generation 
process directly contributes to the size and quality of the database, careful consideration is 
needed. 
 
3.3.1. Predicting Protein Forms 
Most of the protein databases contain known protein data reported from researchers or from 
publications.  Although proteins with known modification information are very important, in 
terms of the total amount of information, they comprise only a small portion of the database.  For 
example, only 4.1% of the entries in the human database of UniProt as of Feb, 2005 have the 
PTM information (Figure 8).  Thus I needed to add putative protein forms to ProSight 
Warehouse to expand the PTM search space.   
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The Number of MOD_RES, LIPID, SE_CYS Combined of Human (UniProt, Feb. 2005)
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Figure 8: PTMs of human in UniProt 
To use PTM prediction algorithms, SignalP [Bendtsen et al. 2004] and NetPhos [Blom et al. 
2004], are good options to consider.  These two are well-known prediction algorithms for 
phosphorylation which is a quite popular PTM.  However, it is known that the accuracy of these 
prediction algorithms is fairly low, so I researched the possibility of integrating better prediction 
algorithms that produce fewer false positives.  Rather than using complex prediction algorithms 
that generate modifications that do not exist most of the time, I focused on predicting protein 
forms using known and simple biological rules which directly affect the modifications that are 
common and easy to predict.  Good examples are cleavage of N-terminal methionine and N-
terminal acetylation, which are very frequent modifications to proteins [Polevoda and Sherman 
2003].   
When a protein is coded from a DNA sequence in a gene, the start signal called the start 
codon initiates the protein synthesis and this start codon is also used to code the amino acid 
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methionine.  Thus, theoretically, the protein sequences should always start with methionine.  
However, sometimes the initial methionine is cleaved off for various reasons.  Explaining why 
this event occurs is beyond the scope of this paper.  Also, acetylation occurs on the N-terminus 
of the protein for more than one-half of eukaryotic proteins [Driessen et al. 1985; Kendal et al. 
1990].  The results of theses modifications can be predicted easily by simply adding or removing 
methionine or by adding an acetylation to the N-terminus of each protein from in the database.  
For example, if N-terminal acetylation is represented as ‘N-Ac’ and the sequence is ‘SEQ’, two 
possible protein forms are easily generated, ‘SEQ’(no modification) and ‘N-AcSEQ’ (N-terminal 
acetylated sequence).   In this form, N-Ac will be represented as a RESID ID, as explained in the 
shotgun annotation section.  So the actual form in the database would be ‘(41)SEQ’ and 41 is the 
RESID ID for a phosphorylated serine(S).  Other N-terminal modifications like N-terminal 
formylation can also be added this way without much additional work.  An iterative algorithm 
that makes all the combinatorics would accomplish this job.  This algorithm will be explained in 
detail in 5.2.   
Therefore, simple biological rules based on domain knowledge help to increase the number 
of predicted protein forms that might exist and contributes to expanding the search space 
effectively. 
 
3.3.2. PTM Trimming 
As described earlier, the absolute mass search schema is used in the databases for ProSight 
Warehouse and the size of the database grows exponentially with the number of PTMs.  
However, this approach has been used without major problems, since there are only few proteins 
seen so far that have more than 14 of the supported PTMs (14 PTMs make 214 = 16,384 protein 
forms).  As seen in Figure 8, 99.94% of the protein entries have 10 or fewer modifications and 
the number of entries with 15 or more PTMs are a mere 0.03% of the total proteins in UniProt as 
of Feb, 2005.  Thus, I am able to build databases with given modification information from 
UniProt and add predicted forms with N-terminal acetylation and initial methionine on/off cases.  
Still, I needed to handle rare cases that have too many PTMs, since a very small number of 
entries with an unacceptable number of PTMs contributes to significant increase to the overall 
size of the database.  Applying the previously described APC schema would be a better solution 
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for the storage space and the scalability.  However, until I have APC fully implemented, I have a 
temporary method to avoid the explosion in size of the database.   
The first and simplest way is to stop generating all the possible forms, if the intact mass of 
the protein exceeds the current upper limit of the mass measured by MS.  This is based on the 
assumption that a protein with many PTMs has a large mass (e.g., bigger than 70 kDa).   If the 
protein is not detected by the mass spectrometer, I do not have a reason to put it in the database.  
However, this does not mean that I can entirely ignore a protein whose mass exceeds the mass 
limit I set.  For proteins with many modifications, even if I do not generate all the possible 
protein forms which exceeds the measurement limit, I still keep the original protein sequence 
data in the database and make the protein forms that have a single PTM event.  The reason is that 
the basic sequence should be kept in any case, and a different search method, such as sequence 
tag search in ProSight PTM and ProSightPC®, requires the basic sequences.  
Another method to regulate the number of PTMs is to give a different rank to the 
modifications in the database.  For example, if it is likely that phosphorylation and acetylation 
are more frequent and important PTMs than sulfonylation or amidation, I would give higher 
ranks to phosphorylation and acetylation than to sulfonylation or amidation.   When there is a 
protein with many different types of PTMs, the low ranking PTMs can be discarded first when 
generating a possible combination of PTMs for a protein form.  The number of PTMs are 
trimmed until it reaches a number where all the possible protein forms can be fully generated.  I 
asked domain experts to give their rankings of each PTM before I entered them in the database.  
Since the total number of known PTMs is about 350, assigning them a rank was not a difficult 
job.  However, this method could not be applied when the PTMs in a protein exceed the limit I 
set, or when all the PTMs have the same rank.  In this case, the PTMs are trimmed starting near 
the center position of the sequence.  The reason why I choose the center position is that the 
protein fragments seen through MS are highly likely to keep the information toward the ends (N-
terminal and C-terminal) of the protein, and might lose some in the center position of the protein 
due to the nature of fragmentation.  So, the PTMs located near each terminus of the protein have 
a higher search specificity than the ones in the center.  In short, I eliminate the PTMs in the 
lower rank first and then the ones toward the center second.  In Figure 9, PTM D, which has a 
rank of 2 will be removed first, because of the lower rank and PTM C, which is located in the 
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center, will be removed second.  I iterate this process until I come within the total number of 
PTMs allowed. 
 
 
Figure 9: PTM Trimming 
 
How I implanted this algorithm is explained in detail in section 5.2.  
For a PTM that is discarded by these heuristics, I generate a protein form that has only one 
PTM, which is the discarded one, not to miss the protein sequence which might contain this PTM 
only. 
 
3.4. Data Population 
All the protein forms are populated to ProSight Warehouse right after the annotation 
process is complete.  Sometimes, if a large number of the protein forms are created, it would take 
a huge amount of time to populate the database.  Fortunately, I do not need to update the 
databases in ProSight Warehouse frequently.  Like other transactional databases, the population 
process might not be the critical factor in maintaining a data warehouse.  However, like the case 
in ProSightPC® in which the databases need to be populated by each user, taking too much time 
just for the data population is inconvenient for the user.  Next, the two strategies for data 
population are described. 
 
3.4.1. On-the-fly Population 
This method populates each protein form into the warehouse on-the-fly.  In other words, 
whenever a new protein form is generated, it is inserted into the corresponding database 
immediately.  This strategy is simple and assures maximum compatibility, and there is no 
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external utility needed to populate the database.  All that is needed is a proper Application 
Programming Interface (API) that allows a script to connect to the database.  Since I chose to use 
Open Database Connectivity (ODBC), which is the de facto standard API to the database, if the 
DBMS supports ODBC, which most of them do, I could use any type of DBMS to populate the 
data without considering the population method.  It means that if I write the population script or 
software based on ODBC, I do not need to consider what kind of DBMS I connect to.  
ProSightPC® uses this population method to solve a compatibility issue, since ProSightPC® is 
an individual application, I do not know what kind of the DBMS the user may want to use.  
However, a significant drawback of this approach is that on-the-fly population creates a number 
of connections to the database equal to the number of protein forms generated.  Thus, if the 
number of protein forms is huge, it leads to performance degradation of the population process 
and the user has to wait a long time for the population process to finish.  
 
3.4.2. Bulk Loading 
The bulk loading method is the data population strategy for the ProSight Warehouse.  
Rather than updating part of the information in the database, I replace the data in each database 
as a whole.  Unlike databases in general, ProSight Warehouse does not involve frequent update 
transactions.  An update of ProSight Warehouse is needed only when the external protein 
database, which has been integrated to ProSight Warehouse, is updated.  Usually, the update of 
the protein database is done weekly, at most, and sometimes just several times a year.  While I 
do many conversions and generate protein forms from the original data, it is a more time-
consuming process and needs longer database down-time if I do the partial updates on the 
sequence that have been changed from the previous population.  Rather than comparing huge 
amounts of records to update, I replace the entire set of data with the new one in the database.   
The external protein databases I use conveniently provide their entire data set for each 
organism and it is relatively easy to convert the entire set of data and to populate the data to 
ProSight Warehouse.  If I would do the updates on the database only to the newly added entries 
from the protein database, it would take a significant amount of work. I would need to generate 
protein forms, compare the entries, populate and depopulate the records in ProSight Warehouse 
for the newly added sequences and the deleted sequences from the original protein database.  
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Since I do all the conversion processes offline, I only need to shut down the database when I 
populate the data, which usually takes less than 30 minutes.  All the conversion and the 
population processes are streamlined, thanks to the Database Loader I developed.  All of this 
helps justify using a bulk loading strategy to populate the ProSight Warehouse. 
 
3.5. Data Model 
ProSight Warehouse has a goal to reflect the relationship between gene and protein 
correctly and efficiently.  A simple assumption is that one gene codes one protein.  In the real 
world, because of many biological events, this simple model needs to be expanded further.  One 
model does not fit all the organisms.  Therefore I use a different data model depending on the 
data complexity of the organism supported. 
 
3.5.1. 2-Tier Approach 
The 2-Tier approach is the simplest model and assumes that a gene relates to a protein form 
or multiple protein forms.  Every gene has a protein sequence form, called a basic sequence or a 
basic form, that does not have any modifications to it.  Then the modifications happen to a basic 
sequence and it becomes a modified sequence.  In this model, every gene is linked to one or 
more protein forms as seen in Figure 10.  This model applies to simple organisms that do not 
have many modifications, such as Escherichia coli, Methanococcus jannaschii, and so on.  The 
protein data for these organisms are usually available in FASTA format, which is simple and 
does not contain any modification information.  FASTA format will be described in detail in the 
next section.  The 2-tier model fits well in this case.  Generally, if there is an organism that has 
modifications at the protein level, the 2-tier approach works well to represent it and there is a 
one-to-one mapping between the gene and the basic sequence of the protein. 
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Figure 10: The 2-tier approach 
In this model, the Basic Seq ID in the absolute mass search schema needs to have only 0 
and 1 for modified sequences and unmodified sequences (basic sequence) respectively. 
 
3.5.2. 3-Tier Approach 
The 2-tier model assumes that one gene has only one kind of basic sequence for the protein 
and no other protein with a different sequence is coded from the same gene.  There is an issue if 
there is more than one basic sequence from the same gene, or if two different protein sequences 
are coded from the same gene.  Then, the 2-tier approach is not the right model for it, since it 
assumes a one-to-one mapping between the gene and the protein sequence.  In complicated 
organisms like humans, alternative splicing occurs in 40-60% of human genes [Brett et al. 2000; 
Clark et al. 2002; Kan et al. 2001; Mironov et al. 1999; Modrek et al. 2001] and it creates 
proteins, with different amino acid sequences, from the same gene.  So I needed an expanded 
data model to reflect the relationship that one gene has one or more basic sequence and each 
basic sequence has one or more protein forms linked to it.  This approach is what I called the 3-
tier approach and is illustrated in Figure 11.  The 3-tier approach is being used to model 
organisms with rich information on DNA, RNA, and protein level modifications in the protein 
databases.  In ProSight Warehouse, the database implemented using the 3-tier approach is called 
a highly annotated database, whereas the database with the 2-tier data approach is called a simple 
database. 
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Figure 11: The 3-tier approach 
 
In the absolute mass search schema, by giving the Basic Seq ID several different IDs (1 for 
basic sequence, 2 for alternate splicing, 3 for sequence variants and so on), I could easily model 
this 3-tier data model without changing the schema. 
 
3.5.3. 4-Tier Approach 
The 4-tier approach adds one more tier on top of the 3-tier approach.  The added tier is for 
gene families of closely related genes.  This added tier does not alter the design or the 
implementation of the databases in ProSight Warehouse.  However, once the gene family 
information is shown in the search results, the user can get more insight to evaluate the search 
results, since the user has prior knowledge about the organism and the search conditions.  I 
expect the additional gene family information to give users added insight into their search, other 
than just the mathematical scores from the scoring algorithm.  The 4-tier approach, however, has 
not yet been applied to any of the databases in ProSight Warehouse.  I need an extensive amount 
of research to cluster the genes in a gene family correctly.  As a matter of fact, establishing a 
gene family for certain genes is quite a big topic and beyond the scope of this paper. 
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Figure 12: The 4-tier approach 
 
3.6. Conclusion 
In this chapter, I discussed the database design, data annotation, data population, and data 
model.  I chose absolute mass search schema as a schema for ProSight Warehouse over the 
alternative approach, automatic protein characterization, for the following reasons.   
 
1. All the masses of the protein forms with modifications are calculated in advance and 
stored in the database when it is populated. 
2. The monoisotopic and average masses that the Retriever queries on are indexed and this 
ensures fast search time. 
3. Absolute mass search schema has only 2 tables for organism-specific databases so that 
expensive database operations like join were avoided. 
4. The heuristics like PTM trimming prevent the database from growing too big to fit in the 
storage space. 
5.  The simplicity of the database design will contribute to developing helper applications 
like Database Loader, which will be discussed in a later chapter, less painful. 
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I also introduced a new prescriptive protein annotation method called shotgun annotation.  
This was the first approach to annotate the protein modification information right in front of a 
corresponding amino acid by using an ID provided by the RESID database.  For the 
modifications that are not PTMs, extended shotgun annotatioin was also devised.  Having all the 
protein modification information annotated on the sequence, identification and charactarerization 
of the proteins in a single step is feasible. 
Also, 2-tier, 3-tier, and 4-tier data models were explored.  The 2-tier approach worked well 
with simple organisms that do not have different basic sequences and the 3-tier approach 
represented more complex organisms like human and mouse well.  The 4-tier approach groups 
genes into families and involves a significant amount of research regarding gene family 
clustering and classification. 
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Chapter 4.  
Database Integration 
ProSight Warehouse acquires all its data from external biological databases that contain 
protein modification information, such as protein sequences and PTMs.  A biological database is 
a database that includes genomics and proteomics data, and is publicly available.  In 2008, there 
were more than 1,000 biological databases available, according to the Molecular Biology 
Database Collection [Galperin 2008].  Among these biological databases, I focused on the 
protein databases that provide high quality protein sequences and PTM information, since 
different biological databases provide different levels of information for the same protein entity.  
Some of the databases contain the records directly submitted from the user in addition to the 
previously known and verified information, and others contain computer generated information 
that make use of some known prediction rules as well.  These non-verified, computer-generated 
data might not be high quality data, compared with the data validated by human researchers and 
the references.  In this regard, I should carefully choose the protein databases and should 
effectively represent the data quality of the external data incorporated into the data warehouse.  
Even though it might not contain 100% human-verified data, I tried my best to incorporate data 
from the most reliable sources.  Database integration is a key factor in building a data warehouse, 
since I need to get the data from multiple sources.  However, database integration is a known 
difficult problem in general [Doan et al. 2005; Lenzerini 2002]. 
The major advantage of getting the data from credible data sources is that I do not need to 
maintain the quality of the data myself.  I only need to focus on the selection of the protein 
databases and merge the data into the data warehouse.  In this chapter, I will describe how I 
chose the external databases and how I dealt with the problems that I have faced to integrate 
these databases.   
To use a biological database as a source, the database should provide a way to share its data.  
So, it is a priority to choose a database that allows the user to download the data or has a way to 
get its entire data set.  One thing that should be considered is that each protein database uses 
different formats of the data available to the public, and a conversion process is necessary to 
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populate the data from these biological databases into ProSight Warehouse.  The format 
inconsistency between the major biological databases is well known, and there have been efforts 
to standardize the format of the protein databases to facilitate exchange of data [Hermkakob et al. 
2004; Orchard et al. 2003; Orchard et al. 2004].  Even if all the biological databases decide to 
use a unified format, I still need a conversion process, because of the Shotgun Annotation 
process explored in the previous chapter. 
In the following sections, I describe the data formats that are mainly used for the protein 
databases that I have integrated, and discuss the database integration strategy that I use to build 
ProSight Warehouse.  Also, I explore the case of a database that does not have an easy way to 
get the data I need.  In this case, I must develop my own method to extract the data. 
 
4.1. Database Format 
In many cases, the protein databases that are used by researchers provide their data to the 
public.  For some researchers, it might be enough just to search the protein data on these 
databases and to get the results; however, other researchers download these available data and 
process them with their own methods for different purposes.  To use the data for additional 
applications, the format and the type of the data are the important factors for data processing.   
The first requirement is that the downloaded data should be in a format that can be easily 
parsed and that there should not be any inconsistencies throughout the entire data.  Also, it would 
be better if the type of data is simple so it is convenient to handle.  Plain ASCII text would be the 
most preferable data type.  In fact, the type of data from the external databases used so far have 
been all plain text, so there was not an issue about the data type.   
High quality protein databases with their data in flat text files with a well-formed structure 
to contain various information works best.  If there is a parsing library for their proprietary data 
format, that would be a big plus.  Additionally, if the data are provided in a well-known mark-up 
language such as XML, it would be easier to import the data, since there are many mark-up 
language parsers available for many different computer platforms.  Good examples of the flat 
text structure are SWISS-PROT and UniProt databases and HPRD in XML. 
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4.1.1. FASTA Format 
The FASTA format is one of the most widely used file formats for storing nucleotide or 
protein sequences in biological databases.  A FASTA format file is a text file consisting of a one-
line description followed by multiple lines of sequence data.  Although the description is one line, 
it can be of any length.  The description and the sequence information are separated by a 
carriage-return.  Figure 13 shows a typical example of a FASTA format file.  The first line, 
beginning with ‘>’, is the description of the entry and the rest of the lines show a sequence, 60 
letters (nucleotides or amino acids) in each line.  It is the simplest form of representing 
nucleotide and protein sequences and the related information.  However, it does not provide a 
way to contain the additional modification information, such as PTMs, that I am interested in.  
There is no unified agreement to include other information on the description and sometimes ‘|’ 
is used as a delimiter between the protein IDs and the names.   
 
Figure 13: FASTA format 
Many databases make their data available in this format; however, I do not use this format 
unless the FASTA format is the only available format for the given organism.  With the 
>143B_HUMAN (P31946) 14-3-3 protein beta/alpha (Protein kinase C inhibitor protein-
1) (KCIP-1) (Protein 1054) 
TMDKSELVQKAKLAEQAERYDDMAAAMKAVTEQGHELSNEERNLLSVAYKNVVGARRSSW 
RVISSIEQKTERNEKKQQMGKEYREKIEAELQDICNDVLELLDKYLIPNATQPESKVFYL 
KMKGDYFRYLSEVASGDNKQTTVSNSQQAYQEAFEISKKEMQPTHPIRLGLALNFSVFYY 
EILNSPEKACSLAKTAFDEAIAELDTLNEESYKDSTLIMQLLRDNLTLWTSENQGDEGDA 
GEGEN 
>143E_HUMAN (P42655) 14-3-3 protein epsilon (Mitochondrial import stimulation factor 
L subunit) (Protein kinase C inhibitor protein-1) (KCIP-1) (14-3-3E) 
MDDREDLVYQAKLAEQAERYDEMVESMKKVAGMDVELTVEERNLLSVAYKNVIGARRASW 
RIISSIEQKEENKGGEDKLKMIREYRQMVETELKLICCDILDVLDKHLIPAANTGESKVF 
YYKMKGDYHRYLAEFATGNDRKEAAENSLVAYKAASDIAMTELPPTHPIRLGLALNFSVF 
YYEILNSPDRACRLAKAAFDDAIAELDTLSEESYKDSTLIMQLLRDNLTLWTSDMQGDGE 
EQNKEALQDVEDENQ 
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description and the sequence data only, I cannot integrate much information into the warehouse.  
The FASTA format works best for simple organisms that do not contain much modification 
information.  Organisms that only have sequence information and description use this format.  
This weakness of the FASTA format is well recognized and variations of the FASTA 
format like HUPO-PSI standard FASTA format was introduced.  [Falkner et al. 2008].  This 
modified FASTA format adds a lot more information and many rules in the description field, and 
it’s being improved.  I do not use this new format, since it is not accepted widely like the original 
FASTA format yet. 
When I annotate sequences from the FASTA format data, I am only able to add some 
frequent and well-known modifications that might exist in most of the protein sequences.  As 
described earlier, the FASTA format does not include any information regarding modifications.  
Plus it is not my intention to store only the description and the sequence information for a given 
protein entry in ProSight Warehouse.  The basic approach for ProSight Warehouse is that I 
would like to incorporate as many protein modifications as possible.  So if there are 
modifications that might happen in most proteins of a certain organism, I want to add those 
modifications, even if the data that I get from external databases does not have it.  In this case, I 
should be sure that the modifications chosen are ones that are frequently observed.  For instance, 
N-terminal acetylation is one of the modifications that often occurs [Driessen et al. 1985], so it is 
worth adding to most of the possible protein sequences.  As its name implies, N-terminal 
acetylation occurs at the N-terminus of the protein.  The mechanism of N-terminal acetylation, 
why it happens frequently, and how it works is beyond the scope of this thesis, so I do not 
discuss it further here.  Thus, the basic premise here is that I would like to incorporate frequent 
modifications, like the N-terminal acetylation, into the data warehouse. 
The next step is how to get the N-terminal acetylation information about certain proteins 
and add the N-terminal modifications to the sequences.  The protein modification database, 
RESID, was mentioned in the previous chapter on Shotgun Annotation.  RESID has all the 
necessary information about N-terminal acetylation.  It shows which amino acids possibly have 
the N-terminal acetylation.  I simply apply this information to any corresponding amino acids 
and annotate the protein sequences by using my Shotgun Annotation.  For example, if there is an 
imaginary protein sequence like ‘ARNDCEQGH’, I look up RESID to see if there is any N-
terminal acetylation for the amino acid ‘A’.  The reason why A is used, which is Alanine, is that 
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the left end of the protein sequence conventionally specifies N-terminus.  If there can be an N-
terminal acetylation on A, I create an additional protein sequence with N-terminal acetylation 
attached to A.  By doing this, I can double the search space for the protein forms.   
The initial Methionine on/off cases mentioned in previous chapters is another good example 
of a frequent modification event.  This is based on the assumption that all the protein sequences 
in eukaryotes start with an amino acid, Methionine.  When the protein sequences were translated 
from mRNA, the start codon, which is a triplet of nucleotides to signal the initiation of a protein 
synthesis, is encoded into a Methionine in eukaryotes.  However, for many reasons, the initial 
Methionine is chopped off, so not every protein sequence starts with a Methionine.  By using this 
knowledge, I can generate cases resulting from addition or removal of Methionine, located on the 
N-terminus of a protein sequence.  I am thus simulating biological events based on this 
knowledge and including them in the database. 
The previous chapter explained how these N-terminal modifications are represented by 
using Shotgun Annotation.  With these two simple N-terminal modifications, I am able to 
generate many protein forms that might exist in the real world, and expand the search space.  If 
there are x N-terminal modifications, the number of protein forms to be created is 2x.  For 
instance, for each given protein entry, I can create 22 = 4 protein forms from N-terminal 
acetylations and initial Methionine variations combined.  I can apply other modifications that 
might occur in amino acids by using the known PTM prediction tools.  However, due to the high 
false positive rate and the additional verification steps necessary to validate the modifications 
[Boeckmann et al. 2003], I decided to limit predicted modifications in the FASTA format to N-
terminal modifications only.   
Due to its simplicity and the ASCII text data type, the FASTA format is easy to parse and I 
have not had much trouble integrating this format into the database.  Perl libraries supporting 
biological databases, such as BioPerl [Stajich et 2002], have methods to parse and to convert 
to/from FASTA format.  Even without the help from the external libraries, it is not difficult to 
make a simple script to import FASTA format files into the warehouse. 
FASTA format data is modeled using a 2-tier approach, described in the previous chapter.  
The way the description information is linked to multiple protein sequences is similar to a 
parent-children relation, so the 2-tier approach is sufficient to model the FASTA format data. 
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4.1.2. SWISS-PROT Format 
SWISS-PROT [Boeckmann et al. 2003] is known to be one of the richest information 
sources for proteins.  It has fully annotated and classified sequences and many cross-references 
to other databases.  I naturally focus on this database as a major source for protein modifications 
because of its comprehensive, quality data and low level of redundancy.  The data format used to 
distribute their data is what is called a SWISS-PROT flat file format.  Figure 14 shows an 
example of SWISS-PROT format. 
 
 
Figure 14: SWISS-PROT format file 
In a SWISS-PROT flat text file, each protein entry starts with an identifier line (ID) 
followed by annotation lines for detailed information such as cross-references, PTMs, and 
keywords.  As seen in the right side of Figure 14, a sequence has an identifier of ‘SQ’ and the 
protein modifications marked with ‘FT,’ which means a feature key.  Putative protein forms are 
generated using the information in SQ and FT identifiers.  This format is very similar to a text 
file format used by EMBL (European Molecular Biology Laboratory) in that the EMBL format 
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has a 2 letter identifier with annotation like SWISS-PROT.  However, the SWISS-PROT format 
has more physical and chemical properties represented in their format. 
In 2002, the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics and the European Bioinformatics Institute, 
who are the creators of SWISS-PROT and TrEMBL, which is a computer annotated EMBL 
database, collaborated with PIR (Protein Information Resource) and formed the UniProt 
Consortium.  They launched UniProt, which is a combination of SWISS-PROT, TrEMBL, and 
PIR [Bairoch et al. 2005].  Because of this merger, UniProt has more information than SWISS-
PROT and it provides thorough information regarding mass discrepancies in proteins.  An added 
benefit is that it uses the exact same format as SWISS-PROT, so no additional work is needed to 
integrate the UniProt data if you are prepared to handle the SWISS-PROT data.  SWISS-PROT 
conveniently offers a Perl library called ‘Swissknife’ to parse their data.  Other Perl library 
projects are also available to explore well-known biological databases, such as BioPerl[Stajich et 
al. 2002] which can handle SWISS-PROT format (or UniProt format) nicely.  I will discuss how 
to parse the SWISS-PROT format in section 5.2. 
UniProt also makes their data available in FASTA and XML format.  However, the FASTA 
format only contains the description and the sequence, so I do not have any reason to choose this 
format over the SWISS-PROT format.  The XML format, which will be explained in the 
following section, might be a good choice as a data format for UniProt.  However, the HPI 
database that I want to integrate with UniProt only uses the SWISS-PROT format to represent 
their data and this justifies the choice of using the SWISS-PROT format for UniProt data.  In 
addition, I liked the readability of SWISS-PROT format data better than the XML format.  Also, 
the convenience of Perl libraries for manipulating the UniProt data made this data format choice 
solid. 
For the data model, I use a 3-tier approach to represent the UniProt data.  By using a 2-tier 
data model for the FASTA format data, I could not handle the sequence variants existing in a 
protein entry in UniProt.  In the 2-tier approach, the assumption is required that there is only a 
one-tier relationship between the gene and the protein sequence as shown in Figure 10.  In 
UniProt data, there are sequence variants such as conflict sequences and alternatively spliced 
sequences.  Conflict sequences are protein sequences that are reported differently by different 
researchers for the same protein, and alternatively spliced sequences are the distinct protein 
sequences from the same gene created by an alternative splicing event.  These sequence variants 
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are different protein sequences encoded from the same gene and could have various protein 
forms by PTMs that occurred in each variant.  In other words, each sequence variant can have 
many different protein forms because of the modifications.  Thus, the 2-tier model cannot 
represent this and I need one more tier of data for modeling this type of data correctly.  In Figure 
11 in the previous chapter, a variant would be represented as ‘basic seq x’ and a modified protein 
form from each ‘basic seq x’ would be ‘protein form y’. 
 
4.1.3. XML Format 
XML (eXtensive Markup Language) has gained popularity over the years due to its ability 
to incorporate richly structured information and self-explanatory tags.  Most of the development 
platforms provide a way to process XML.  Since an XML file itself is a plain text file, it can be 
supported by any application easily without prior knowledge about it.  Many biological databases 
have started to distribute their data in XML format, including PDB (Protein Data Bank) and 
UniProt.  Here I introduce another high quality XML protein database, Human Proteomics 
Reference Database (HPRD). 
The increase in protein research and the development of high throughput instruments has 
led to a massive growth of protein data.  New findings about proteins are reported almost every 
day, so the verification of every new submitted data item by human experts, before it is 
populated into a database, is almost an impossible job.  If there was a protein database in which 
all the data was verified thoroughly by domain experts, it would be of great importance.  Human 
Proteomics Reference Database (HPRD) is a database that includes the protein data verified by 
biologists manually and does not contain automatic prediction data [Peri et al. 2003].  As of 
April 2008, HPRD has 25,661 proteins with 16,972 PTMs.  I do not want to miss high quality 
PTM information like this, so I decided to integrate HPRD into the warehouse.  As its name says, 
HPRD only contains human proteomics data.   
Figure 15 is part of an XML file in the HPRD database.  It shows the PTM and the external 
link information that can be used to populate the data into the warehouse.  I developed an XML 
parser for HPRD and the integration process will be described further in 4.2.4 
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Figure 15: XML format file of HPRD (Adapted form the HPRD data) 
4.1.4. Another Format: dbSNP Database 
SNP (Single Nucleotide polymorphism) is one of the most frequent sequence variations in 
humans [Ramensky 2002].  As I briefly described in 3.2.2, SNP is an unexpected event that 
changes a single nucleotide.  This single nucleotide variation might affect the protein sequence 
encoded from the given DNA sequence.  If SNP happens in the coding region of the DNA 
sequence and leads to a change of the amino acid, it is classified as a coding nonsynonymous 
SNP.  If SNP happens, but does not change the amino acid in the resulting protein, it is called a 
coding synonymous SNP.  I only consider coding nonsynonymous SNPs as protein 
modifications, since this type of SNP does alter the protein sequence.  Since there are so many 
SNPs reported by many researchers, there should be a comprehensive database to collect newly 
found SNPs.  dbSNP [Sirotkin et al. 2001], maintained by National Center for Biotechnology 
Information (NCBI), has served as a central repository of reported SNPs.  dbSNP offers a web 
interface allowing users to browse SNPs conveniently with many user selectable options.  Also, 
dbSNP allows the user to download data from the dbSNP FTP site.  However, the major problem 
that I faced to integrate dbSNP into the warehouse is that dbSNP does not directly have the 
protein information in it.  Since NCBI has many biological databases, they have a dedicated 
* PTM 
<modifications> 
    <modification type="phosphorylation"> 
       <ptm_site>138</ptm_site> 
        <ptm_enzyme db="none_specified">PKC</ptm_enzyme> 
        <exp_type>in vitro</exp_type> 
        <pubmed>8262977</pubmed> 
    </modification> 
<modifications> 
  
* External Links 
<EXTERNAL_LINKS> 
 <SwissProt>P21399</SwissProt> 
 <locusLink>48</locusLink> 
 <unigene>Hs.319677</unigene> 
 <otherResources>None</otherResources> 
 <PDB></PDB> 
</EXTERNAL_LINKS> 
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database, called Entrez Protein, just to manage all the protein information.  Inside of the dbSNP 
database, they simply store the keys to link to the protein database.  So, to integrate SNP 
information on a protein, I need additional steps to get the necessary SNP and protein 
information from two different databases.  This added one more layer of database integration 
work and was complicated. 
The format of dbSNP data is a delimited flat text file dumped from the tables of a relational 
database.  Other protein databases mentioned in the previous section provide the data in a single 
file; however, dbSNP data are in multiple files, each representing a corresponding table of the 
database.  dbSNP is a very complex database that has more than 100 tables in it.  The dbSNP 
database provides the user the schema and the all the database tables through FTP (File Transfer 
Protocol).  By using this data and the schema, anyone can create a local database that has the 
entire dbSNP data set.  Since the data comes from the tables of the relational database, they are 
well-structured and are comparatively easy to parse if you have the dbSNP schema.   
Analyzing the dbSNP data starts from the study of its complicated schema.  I tried several 
methods to bridge SNP information to the protein databases.  The integration method I used will 
be discussed in 4.2.3. 
 
4.2. Integrated Database 
My ultimate goal is to build a single database to house all the protein information that is 
needed.  If there is a unified data warehouse that has all the protein modification information for 
all the known organisms, proteomics research would greatly benefit from it.  With an integrated 
database, researchers do not need to access multiple databases and use a search method specific 
to each database.  They also do not need to worry about the semantic differences for the same 
protein entity in different biological databases.  The credibility of the data can be expected to 
improve, since scientists who do research in the same field will see one set of data from a unified 
database and the possible errors in the data would be detected more efficiently.  As an added 
benefit, the data would be managed in a centralized manner, and data growth would accelerate.  
As a matter of fact, database integration itself is a very big topic in the database field, and there 
has been much research done on this subject over a long period of time.  I do not want to touch 
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every aspect of database integration here.  Instead, I would like to focus on integrating biological 
databases in this section.   
 
4.2.1. Biological Database Integration 
According to the molecular biology database collection update of 2008 [Galperin 2008], 
there are 1,078 biological databases available to the public.   Among these databases, some of 
them are different from others in terms of the information that they have, and some databases are 
similar to each other in that they are targeting the same domain such as nucleotide sequences or 
protein structures.  As far as the structure of the databases are concerned, these public biological 
databases have the same three-tiered architecture; the web page as a user interface, database 
management system (DBMS) to store and to retrieve the data, and the software that mediates 
between the web interface and the DBMS [Stein 2003].  Each database has its own user interface 
for the queries, and the user must learn how to use the database in an efficient manner. 
There have been many efforts to integrate biological resources [Stein 2003].  S. B. 
Davidson et al. pointed out the challenges of integrating biological data sources and said “it is 
unlikely that there will be a single satisfactory strategy” [Davidson et al. 1995].  T. Hernandez et 
al. emphasized the problem of integration of biological sources due to factors such as “the 
variety and amount of data, the representational heterogeneity, and the autonomy and differing 
capabilities of the sources” [Hernandez and Kambhampati 2004].  He categorized integration 
methods as warehouse integration, mediator-based integration, and navigational integration.  
Warehouse integration is an approach that makes a data warehouse by collecting data from 
multiple resources.  It focuses more on data translation instead of query translation, which is 
used in mediator-based integration.  Since all the data are stored in local storage, warehouse 
integration can achieve a fast response time and is less prone to network problems.  However, the 
update of data and system maintenance are the drawbacks of this approach.   
The warehouse method is the approach that I take, and I have explained in previous 
chapters that data annotation is a crucial part of this work, and the Shotgun annotation approach 
is the method that can allow effective annotation.  The mediator-based integration is a method 
that translates the user’s query prior to accessing the different resources.  This approach does not 
convert any data nor store any data locally.  Instead, the mediator reforms the query and applies 
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the query to the desired resource.  The mediator-based approach helps the user query multiple 
systems with a single form of query, however, the search ability is limited by the capability of 
the mediator and the slowest data source.  Navigational integration is a method to help users 
retrieve information that can be only acquired by manually clicking pages several times.  This 
approach captures the relationships between linked data that the traditional method cannot handle 
very well [Friedman et al. 1999].  By transforming a query to a path expression and analyzing 
the links to multiple sources, it provides the best path to relevant information.  This approach can 
have issues in updating links and is vulnerable to semantic heterogeneity. 
My goal was to integrate the biological resources that have protein modification 
information for top-down proteomics research.  What makes this goal feasible is that I do not 
integrate all information from multiple resources into a single data warehouse.  I only extract the 
information that I need from multiple resources, and the size of the data is comparatively small.  
The protein sequences and related modification information are all text data, and the size for 
each entry in the external database is usually less than a kilobyte.  While Shotgun annotation is 
being completed, the imported data are converted to match the schema in the warehouse at the 
same time.  I do not try to transform the database model from one to another, such as an object-
oriented database to a relational database.  I also do not have to do schema matching, which 
always makes the database integration work harder.  What makes my work different from others 
is that I generate predicted sequences based on the modification information and annotate protein 
modification information into the protein sequences.  As a result, I have more entries than the 
sources and have richer data in my data warehouse.  I do integrations in a manageable way, and 
for a specific purpose.  Since top-down proteomics heavily depends on the quality of the 
database, the data warehouse I built, ProSight Warehouse, needed to be a fast and high quality 
database.   
One of the general problems for biological database integration work is resolving the 
semantic differences for repeat entities in different resources.  In my work, when I merge the 
entries from different databases, I use shared common IDs, such as the SWISS-PROT accession 
number, as pointers to compare entries.  It means that I do not compare the entries by name or 
description, but I use confirmed IDs to make sure the entries from the different resources are the 
same.  Thus, I do not need to worry about semantic heterogeneity. The detailed process will be 
explained in the next section. 
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As a first step to construct the unified data warehouse for all organisms, I start from the 
human database, presumed to have the largest amount of data among all the known organisms 
[O’Donovan et al. 2001].  I believe if the human databases are successfully integrated, it will be 
easier to do the same for organisms that have less data and a lower degree of complexity.  Once I 
finish integrating human protein information, I hope that this will give some insight into how to 
reach the ultimate goal, a unified data warehouse for all organisms.  Also, the demand for a 
unified human protein modification database is higher than for any other organism, as isshown 
from the fact that there are more biological databases for human than for any other organism.  
Thus, I believe that integrating the human database is of key importance.  In my work, I integrate 
UniProt, HPI, dbSNP and HPRD, which I think are the most important human protein databases 
into a single human protein modification database.   
 
4.2.2. Unified Data Format 
As discussed in the previous section, each protein database uses its own format to distribute 
its protein data.  By using these downloaded data, the warehouse is annotated and populated.  As 
explained in 3.4.2, I use the bulk loading method as the main population method for the 
databases in the warehouse.  Before the data is populated, the data from the biological databases 
are converted to match the schema of the warehouse.  The Shotgun annotation is done during this 
conversion to generate predicted protein sequences with PTM information directly annotated on 
the protein sequences.  This conversion and annotation is done by the Database Loader which is 
the script that I developed for these processes.  The Database Loader will be explained in detail 
in the next chapter.   
While I was working on how to extract the necessary data from the biological databases, I 
discovered that there is a convenient software library, called BioPerl, available to parse the data 
from major biological databases.  This Perl library is also described more in the next chapter.  
Thanks to a library like BioPerl, I could get the specific information I need from the downloaded 
database file, without writing scripts from scratch for each biological database.  Fortunately, 
BioPerl handles the SWISS-PROT format and FASTA format that I mainly focus on.  However, 
there might be a data format that is not supported by this library and I should be prepared for 
how to handle an unsupported data format.  The simple solution is that I develop the code to 
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annotate and to populate the new format every time.  However this is a time consuming process 
and could slow down the integration work.  The method I came up with is that I convert an 
unsupported format to a supported format as an input file.  For example, if I can convert the 
proprietary format to a SWISS-PROT format, I do not need to change or add any functions to the 
Database Loader for the annotation and the population process.  One might suspect that making a 
conversion script takes a similar amount of time and effort as developing an individual Database 
Loader script for each database.  From my experience, converting the format of the text file from 
one to the other is a better solution.   
The complexity of the Database Loader code is much higher than the conversion script, and 
it is easier to deal with conversion script code.  Thus, it would be better if the Database Loader 
takes one type of input file whose format is supported by a parsing library like BioPerl.  Once the 
file from the biological database is converted to the desired format, its validity is checked again 
by the library, since the parsing library will generate errors if the format of the converted file is 
not valid or has an error in it.   
I had to decide which data format would work best as a universal data format.  I decided to 
use the SWISS-PROT data format as the unified data format for the database integration.  As 
discussed in 4.1.2, the SWISS-PROT format is a data-rich format and is sufficient enough to 
store a wide variety of information because of many feature keys.  And it has its own parsing 
library called ‘Swissknife,’ as well as being supported by external libraries like BioPerl.  Above 
all, two of the databases that I want to integrate already provide their data in SWISS-PROT 
format.  An additional benefit that converting from FASTA format to SWISS-PROT format is I 
gain the basic functionality of the BioPerl library.  Using this method, biological data available 
in FASTA format can be easily converted and populated to the warehouse.  This saves a lot of 
time when individual databases are built for simple organisms whose data are only available in 
FASTA.   
In this work, dbSNP and HPRD data were converted to SWISS-PROT format to be 
populated into the warehouse.  The implementation details of these conversions will be explained 
in 5.2.2 and 5.2.3. 
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4.2.3. Merging SWISS-PROT Format Databases 
As it is derived from the universal protein resource, UniProt is the most comprehensive 
protein database currently available.  It has an extensive number of protein modification in it, 
and can serve as a reference protein database for this work.  Thus, I decided to add the protein 
information from other databases to the UniProt data.  I use the UniProt data as the base for the 
database integration, and integrate the data from other biological databases on top of it.  The first 
step is appending the data from the Human Proteomics Initiative (HPI) database.  The HPI is the 
project carried out by the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB) and the European 
Bioinformatics Institute (EBI), who are the founders of SWISS-PROT and UniProt.  The initial 
purpose of this project was that they wanted “to annotate all known human protein sequences 
according to the high-quality standards of SWISS-PROT” [O’Donovan et al. 2002].  While 
UniProt is for the protein information of all organisms, the HPI focuses on the human proteome.  
UniProt includes the sequences derived from automatic translation of nucleotide sequences from 
well known nucleotide databases such as EMBL/GenBank/DDBJ.  However, the HPI database 
has the sequences based on the manual annotation.  The HPI also puts more effort into cataloging 
human polymorphisms and PTMs, which I am very much interested in; thus the data from the 
HPI would be a great addition to the UniProt database.  Since the researchers working for the 
HPI also update information in UniProt, a certain amount of protein data contained in the HPI is 
duplicated in UniProt.  The HPI database contains information that UniProt does not, so both 
databases are needed.   
When I integrate these two databases, I am careful when merging duplicate proteins 
contained in the two databases.  For this purpose, the ID and the accession number are used to 
compare entries.  UniProt and HPI use the same accession number as a unique identifier, and it is 
not difficult to find data that co-exists in the two databases.  However, some proteins have more 
than one accession number, thus also comparing the ID parameter allows verification that the 
protein is the same in both databases.  Since I only extract the description of the protein, 
modification information, and sequences, the rest of the information in the original databases is 
discarded during the merge.  I used a script based on BioPerl to do this comparison and merging 
process, and the implementation of this script will be explained in the next chapter.   
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Since UniProt and HPI both distribute their data in SWISS-PROT format, I did not need to 
do additional work to parse each database.  Figure 16 shows the integration of UniProt and HPI 
databases. 
 
 
Figure 16: Integration of SWISS-PROT format databases 
4.2.4. dbSNP Integration 
Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) is a one of the most frequent protein modification 
events in the human protein and is of high research value.  As described in 4.1.3, dbSNP does not 
include sequence information.  Instead, it has external links to the protein information stored in 
other databases.  As far as the efficiency of the database is concerned, it is better not to have 
information that is easily available in local databases.  NCBI, which hosts the dbSNP database, 
already has a database to store all known protein information in house.  So, it is better for them 
to utilize their resources as efficiently as possible, and there is no need to have duplicate 
information over the databases unless it is desperately needed.  That justifies their approach only 
to store protein links in the dbSNP database.  However, this approach necessitates that I do 
additional work to integrate the dbSNP database into the data warehouse.   
There are 2 ways to obtain data from dbSNP. The first way is to download the entire data 
set, similar to what is done for the biological databases.  They provide their entire data set and 
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the scripts to build a local copy of the dbSNP database.  The other option is to query the dbSNP 
with certain conditions to retrieve the needed information by using their web interface, then save 
the results in a parsable format.  The reason for the second option is that in the downloaded data 
there was not much information other than protein links, and the dbSNP database has too many 
tables to deal with efficiently.  By using the second option, I can significantly decrease the size 
of the data, plus I do not need to build several hundred database tables just for the purpose of 
data retrieval.  
Figure 17 shows the entity-relationship (ER) diagram of the dbSNP database.  Red arrows 
point to the attributes that contain the protein accession numbers that are used to retrieve protein 
information.  I actually needed a small number of tables to extract the information. Furthermore, 
I am only interested in coding nonsynonymous SNP that actually contributes to the sequence 
variations in proteins.  This coding nonsynonymous SNP comprises only a part of dbSNP, not all.  
So the first approach that builds the local dbSNP database is not wise and I decided to use the 
second approach to narrow down the dbSNP data set to the minimum.  After the data is obtained 
from dbSNP, I should get the protein sequence corresponding to each dbSNP event.  Combining 
the dbSNP information and the protein sequence can be done by using a script that retrieves the 
protein sequence from the NCBI protein database based on the protein accession number stored 
in the dbSNP database.  If I simply wanted to build a protein database with SNP information, I 
would not need any more processes.  However, the goal is to integrate dbSNP with other 
databases (UniProt and HPI), so I need to take additional steps, since the NCBI protein database 
does not include the SWISS-PROT accession numbers in it. 
To integrate the UniProt database with dbSNP, I need a cross reference between them to 
merge information correctly.  If there is no cross reference, at least they both have common 
unique identifiers to compare the two databases.  When I first decided to add the SNP 
information in the data warehouse in 2004, there were only 3.45% (1,002 entries out of 29,004) 
of SWISS-PROT/TrEMBL protein entries which had one or more SNP events recorded in them.  
While these proteins do have dbSNP reference numbers, the number of dbSNP references is very 
small compared to the SNP events of human protein in dbSNP.  At that time, there were 41,298 
coding nonsynonymous SNP events for human that were stored in dbSNP and the dbSNP 
references in SWISS-PROT/TrEMBL were only 2,167.  That is only 5.24% of known coding 
nonsysnonymous SNP marked in SWISS-PROT/TrEMBL.  So, I had to find a way to build a 
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link between UniProt and dbSNP.   Manually comparing UniProt and dbSNP and building a 
cross reference by myself would have been too time consuming, so I was looking for a project or 
a database that could provide a link between UniProt and dbSNP.   
 
 
Figure 17: dbSNP ER diagram (From ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/snp/database/b124/mssql/schema/erd_dbSNP.pdf) 
The first project I found was GeneCards by the Weizmann Institute of Science [Rebhan et 
al. 1997].  GeneCards focuses on annotation of human genes from multiple databases.  It 
contains the UniProt ID and the accession numbers, and also includes the dbSNP ID if there are 
any SNP events.  However, I could not use this database for two reasons.  First, the data sets they 
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have are not readily available to the public.  I can look up their data on their web page; however, 
there is no way to export search results as a file, as major biological databases offer.  Plus there 
is no downloadable data set.  Second and importantly, it did not have sufficient numbers of SNP 
events related to UniProt entries.  Thus, I decided not to invest time in a complicated process to 
retrieve data that are not even sufficient.   
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Figure 18: Integration of UniProt, HPI and dbSNP 
I kept searching for a group which had developed a link between these two important 
databases.  I finally found a project, LS-SNP, that maps human SNPs to protein sequences in 
SWISS-PROT/TrEMBL [Karchin et al. 2005].  LS-SNP targeted annotating non-synonymous 
SNP, my main interest, and makes their data available for download on their web page.  Leonid 
Zamdborg, of the Kelleher Group, developed a Perl script to add the SNP information to the 
UniProt data by using output from the LS-SNP project.  This script uses the LS-SNP data and a 
local SNP database, built from a table, SNPSubSNPLink, that I downloaded from dbSNP.  By 
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using LS-SNP data and part of the locally built dbSNP database, SNP information is added to the 
UniProt data that already contains the HPI data.  How I built the local dbSNP and the 
implementation of the dbSNP merging script will be explained in the next chapter.  The resulting 
SWISS-PROT format data file contains UniProt, HPI, and dbSNP data.  Figure 18 shows the 
process of this integration. 
 
4.2.5. HPRD Integration 
HPRD is the database where all the annotations were done manually by scientists, and the 
entire data set is available in XML format, as I described in 4.1.3.  Because of the manual 
annotation and the verification, HPRD is not updated frequently (2-3 times/year).  XML format 
is currently one of the most widely used formats.  There are many XML parsers available for 
different platforms and programming languages, so it is not too difficult to write a parsing script 
to convert HPRD data into a SWISS-PROT format.   Recently, HPRD started to offer their data 
in a tab-delimited text file, however, I continue to use the XML format for its convenience.  
Fortunately, inside the HPRD data, there is an XML tag, ‘<SwissProt>’ that contains the 
SWISS-PROT accession number.  By using this protein accession number, the identity of the 
HPRD entry in UniProt can be easily verified.  Most of the HPRD entries have SWISS-PROT 
accession numbers. 
The integration process of the HPRD starts by converting the XML format file to a UniProt 
format file.  In HPRD data, each protein entry makes a single XML file.  For example, there are 
25,661 protein entries in HPRD Release 7 as of Apr. 2008, and it consists of 25,661 XML files in 
the downloaded data set.  When those XML files are converted to the SWISS-PROT format, it 
would make a single SWISS-PROT format file that includes the SWISS-PROT accession 
numbers and the PTM information. 
After the conversion, the PTM information in the converted HPRD file is integrated into the 
UniProt file that already has UniProt, HPI and dbSNP data in it.  Protein modification 
information from HPRD will be compared against the integrated data and only the new 
modifications not found in the integrated data will be appended.  If there is a protein entry from 
HPRD not found in the integrated data, it would be added as a new protein entry.  Figure 19 
summarizes the entire process of integrating UniProt, HPI, and dbSNP. 
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The ready-to-populate data from Figure 19 includes the data from UniProt, HPI, dbSNP, 
and HPRD, which would be annotated and ready to be populated into the ProSight Warehouse 
using the Database Loader, which will be explained in detail in the next chapter. 
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Figure 19: Entire process of integrating UniProt, HPI, dbSNP, and HPRD 
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4.3. Conclusion 
Different biological databases use different data formats for their data.  I discussed database 
formats used for the biological sources for ProSight Warehouse in this chapter.  Some of the 
biological databases distribute their data set in a well-known format, such as FASTA, so that the 
data can be parsed easily by using publicly available software libraries like BioPerl.  I also 
discussed the challenges of integrating biological databases, known to be a difficult problem in 
database research [Davidson et al. 1995].   
The core of my integration approach is that I used a SWISS-PROT format as an 
intermediate format for database integration and converted the data from different sources to a 
SWISS-PROT format.  Then I merged the converted data by using a script written in Perl and the 
final output is the integrated data in a SWISS-PROT format that can be directly handled by the 
Database Loader, which executes the data annotation and population work.   
The major obstacle I had during the integration is that one of the databases has no common 
link shared with the other databases.  To merge the databases, each protein entry must be 
compared with entries in other databases to avoid redundant proteins in the integrated database.   
I researched external projects to solve the common link problem and found a link, LS-SNP, for 
our database integration task.  The details of implementation of database integration will be 
described in the next chapter. 
Biological database integration for ProSight Warehouse is still ongoing research, since the 
links between the databases are not complete and we still depend on external projects to build the 
bridges between the dbSNP and other databases.  I hope that publicly available biological 
databases provide their data set in a format that can be handled conveniently and include 
common external links, so that a protein entry in one database can be compared to one in another 
database with confidence. 
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Chapter 5.  
Implementation 
When I started building ProSight Warehouse, I wanted it to be a compact database able to 
run on a personal computer, even if it had many annotated protein sequences in it.  I also wanted 
the entire protein search system, including the data warehouse, to be able to run on a small 
system, such as portable computers.  Other popular proteomics software such as Sequest [Eng et 
al. 1994] or Blast [Altschul et al. 1990] need expensive hardware, dedicated management staff, 
and a corporate level DBMS.  However, I wanted the system to be a stand-alone application that 
the users can install and use on their computers, or a light application that can run on a small web 
server without depending too much on the performance or the network bandwidth.  So, I focused 
on the compactness and portability of the system. 
In the top-down proteomics software suite, the data warehouse takes up most of the space, 
so choosing an optimal database was an important decision.  The DBMS that I chose should 
handle many protein sequences without having significant performance degradation on a typical 
computer system.  Also, I do not want the databases limited by the platform, so that the users can 
choose an operating system that they are comfortable with.  For ProSight PTM, which is a web-
based version, DBMS should work well with various web servers.   
With these requirements in mind, I chose MySQL, a free relational database.  MySQL 
supports many different platforms and does not need a high performance server system.  In 
addition, MySQL is a very popular database, and the reliability and performance are proven by 
many users.  I also expected that if ProSight Warehouse operates well with this comparatively 
small size DBMS, I could eventually take advantage of corporate sized databases, such as Oracle 
or SyBase in the future.  What follows in this chapter is a description of the implementation 
details of ProSight Warehouse on MySQL, and the Database Loader, a key application to make 
annotation and integration of the external databases simple. 
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5.1. ProSight Warehouse 
ProSight Warehouse was built using MySQL version 11.18 distribution 3.23.52 on a AMD 
2200+ dual CPU PC running Linux OS.  ProSight Warehouse is not tailored to work only with 
ProSight PTM.  Any application supporting MySQL API (Application Programming Interface) 
or ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) can use ProSight Warehouse.  For portability and 
expandability, I chose ODBC as a connection method between ProSight Warehouse and other 
ProSight PTM components.  As its name specifies, ODBC, which is proposed by Microsoft, 
provides vendor-neutral connectivity.   Many database systems support ODBC connection and 
Microsoft SQL server, DB2, Oracle, and MySQL are good examples.  Once the code that drives 
the ProSight software are written to use ODBC, the DBMS of ProSight Warehouse can be 
changed, without modifying the code, as long as the DBMS supports ODBC.  I believe that this 
offers flexibility in the choice of the database for the entire ProSight software suite.  The search 
engine of ProSight PTM, ProSight Retriever, is made to use an ODBC connection to query 
ProSight Warehouse and to retrieve results from there.  
Another reason that I chose MySQL is that it is a relational database.  As shown in Figure 4, 
the data structure for storing protein information is two tables connected to each other.  The 
protein data for each organism can fit into a table, and this table has multiple attributes to store 
the information regarding the specific protein of an organism.  The protein information table is 
linked to another table that stores the modification information using the unique IDs of each 
protein.  This data model can be represented best by a relational model, and the relational 
database is the database that materializes the relational model.   
 
5.1.1. DB_index (Database of databases) 
The database in ProSight Warehouse consists of two main parts; DB_index database and 
organism-specific databases.  There can be multiple organism-specific databases; however, there 
is only one DB_index database which is a database of databases.  The DB_index database stores 
the information about other organism-specific databases in the DB_info table and has other PTM 
information tables such as PTM_info, PTM_type, and DB_by_PTM.  ProSight applications 
query organism-specific databases to get the protein sequence candidates, in the range of masses 
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that were specified, and also retrieve miscellaneous information regarding the organism-specific 
databases and PTM information from DB_index database.  
 
5.1.1.1. DB_info Table 
DB_info serves as the main table for DB_index database.  It has a primary key, DB_ID, 
that is unique to each organism-specific database.  When the users see the graphical user 
interface of ProSight PTM or ProSightPC® software, basic information, including the name and 
strain of the organism, the source of annotation, the number of basic sequences and protein forms, 
and the size are shown.  This information is dynamically retrieved from DB_info table.  Figure 
20 shows part of the database information shown by the ProSight PTM software.   
 
 
Figure 20: Database information on ProSight PTM 
5.1.1.2. PTM_info Table 
PTM_info table is a local copy of the RESID database.  As explained above, the RESID 
database has all the PTM information known to date and is the most comprehensive PTM 
database available.  Rather than connecting to the RESID database each time to get the PTM 
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information, I decided to build a local copy of the RESID database, and that is PTM_info table.  
Since RESID has less than 500 entries in it, it does not take up much space in ProSight 
Warehouse.  RESID allows the user to download the entire set of their data, and I wrote a Perl 
script that converts the downloaded data from XML to a flat text file.  After the data conversion, 
all the necessary RESID information is populated to the PTM_info table.  Other than the data 
directly from RESID, I add additional information that is not present in RESID.  Tier, PTM Type 
ID, and Terminal PTM attributes are the attributes I added.  The following paragraphs detail 
these 3 attributes. 
I do not treat every PTM equally.  If the domain experts say that the PTM appears often and 
is important, it is set to Tier 1, so that it has priority over other PTMs.  Less important PTMs will 
get lower values.  This PTM tier system is subjective, based on the domain expert’s decision.  
Described above was PTM trimming used to reduce the number of possible protein sequences 
generated from the given PTMs.  PTM trimming is needed when there is a protein that might 
have more PTMs than is allowed.  There is an upper limit to the number of the PTMs allowed on 
a protein sequence, which is currently set to 15.  When a certain protein has more PTMs than this, 
PTMs are discarded based on importance.  Tier attributes in the PTM_info table is used for that 
purpose.  If one PTM has a lower value than another, a lower value being more important, this 
PTM is the one to keep.  For example, Tier 1 is more important than Tier 2.  I set the Tier values 
by myself, however, any qualified user can modify these values to suit their needs.   
Sometimes, it is more convenient to group similar PTMs into the same category.  For 
example, there are many different acetylations which appear on the RESID database.  If those 
several different acetylations are categorized under the type acetylation, it is easier to handle 
different acetylations together.  In ProSight PTM, the users can choose their PTMs of interest as 
an option to narrow down their search, but it could be a hassle to select every individual 
acetylation that they want to include in the search.  By using the information in PTM_type, PTM 
Type ID being a foreign key to access PTM_type table, it is possible for a user to choose all the 
acetylations with a single click.  
The terminal PTM attribute specifies the type of PTMs that can only happen on the 
terminus of a protein.  The values of this attribute can be N (N-terminal), C (C-terminal), B 
(Both), or 0 (Not happen).  In top-down proteomics search, the fragment ions have either 
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terminus of a protein.  So, knowing the type of modifications that only occur on termini can 
contribute significantly to identify and to characterize the proteins. 
 
5.1.1.3. PTM_type Table 
PTM_type table provides the category information for the PTMs on the RESID database.  
My initial idea was that if there is a known database that classifies PTMs into small categories, I 
could link to it to incorporate that information into the database.  However, I did not find a 
suitable database, so I made my own categories of groups of similar PTMs with help from 
domain experts.  This classification of around four hundred PTMs was helpful for the domain 
experts, and asking them was useful since they are the actual users of this database.  For example, 
many different and specific phosphorylations, methylations, and acetylations are grouped into 
phosphorylation, methylation, and acetylation respectively.  This table does not need to be 
updated frequently, since the types of PTMs do not increase fast, compared with the number of 
PTMs.  When ProSight PTM or ProSightPC® is used for different needs, protein type 
information can be modified according to the users’ desires. 
FT_type is an attribute that provides a bridge between UniProt and RESID.  UniProt has 
feature keys to characterize the modification in each entry.  For example, MOD_RES is a feature 
key for a PTM of a residue.  RESID specifies a UniProt feature key in their entry.  So, I imported 
UniProt feature keys from RESID and stored those in FT_type.  By using this attribute, UniProt 
entries can be linked to RESID entries if needed. 
 
5.1.1.4. DB_by_PTM Table 
DB_by_PTM is a table which provides some useful statistics about PTMs.  It has the count 
of each PTM type in a certain organism database.  By using this table, the ProSight software 
could show the user what kind of PTMs are present and how many of certain PTM types exist in 
a specific database.  When the user is initiating the search, some of the PTMs on the ProSight 
selection screen are grayed out, as this prevents the user from choosing PTMs that are not 
available.  This feature is provided based on the data in the DB_by_PTM table.  Because of this 
information, the user can be aware of the status of PTMs for an organism even before the search.  
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The number of each PTM type is counted and stored by the Database Loader during the 
annotation and population processes. 
 
5.1.2. Organism-specific Databases 
Organism-specific databases are the main databases of ProSight Warehouse that house 
predicted and annotated protein sequences.  Each organism-specific database consists of only 
two tables, Gene and Protein_Form.  By having a simple schema for an organism-specific 
database, the databases can be easily modified and upgraded. 
 
5.1.2.1. Gene Table 
The Gene table has only two attributes, ID and Description.  ID is a primary key and is an 
unsigned integer data type.  It automatically increases by 1 whenever the new record is inserted 
into the table (auto increment).  In MySQL, the maximum value of an unsigned data type is 
4,294,967,295 and this is sufficient to cover the protein sequences of most organisms. 
Description field is the attribute that has all the descriptive information other than the mass 
and sequence of a protein.  It includes IDs and accession numbers of an originating database, and 
contains a detailed description about the corresponding protein.  When the search results are 
displayed to the user, all the contents in a description field are shown so that the user receives 
comprehensive information about the protein.  The protein information scattered over different 
fields in the source database is gathered together in a single description attribute here. 
 
5.1.2.2. Protein_Form Table 
The Protein_Form table is the core of ProSight Warehouse.  It is the biggest table in 
ProSight warehouse, in terms of the size and the number of records in it.  The Protein_Form 
table contains the annotated protein forms and all the related masses.  The query from the search 
engine, ProSight Retriever, hits the Protein_Form table first with the range of masses set by the 
user.  Then the candidate protein forms within a search range will be returned by DBMS, which 
is MySQL in this case, and further processing is done on the protein form candidates to return 
the best hit. 
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The Protein_Form table consists of IDs, shotgun-annotated sequences, masses, and 
additional flags for the type of protein forms and PTMs.  As seen in Figure 4, FID (Form ID) is a 
primary key and ID is a foreign key to the Gene table.  There are two kinds of masses for the 
sequences; a monoisotopic mass and an average mass.  The monoisotopic mass is the sum of 
masses of the ions, made up of the principal isotopes of atoms, which make up the original 
molecule.  The average mass is calculated from the average of isotopes of all the constituent 
atoms.  These two masses are widely accepted in the Mass Spectrometry field.  The masses of 
each protein form are calculated during the annotation process by the Database Loader, which 
will be explained in detail in the next section. 
The Known attribute in the Protein_Form table specifies whether the protein form in the 
database is an observed one or a predicted sequence.  The predicted sequence, in this context, 
means that it is a sequence that has not been observed by any researchers and generated by the 
rules of the prediction algorithm.  For instance, if a protein sequence is submitted by a biologist, 
that sequence would be marked ‘1’ (observed) in a Known attribute.  However, the N-terminal 
acetylation sequences, generated by using the script, would have the value ‘0’ as predicted 
sequences.  By using this Known flag, the user can limit their search only to the observed protein 
sequences.   
As described in 3.1.1 and 3.5, Basic Seq ID shows the type of the protein sequence in a 
database.  It has an integer data type and has a single digit number to represent the type of a 
protein sequence.  The basic sequence, in my work, means a protein sequence where the source 
is not added to or modified.  When the sequence from an external protein database is imported, 
the intact protein sequence from the external database is the basic sequence.  However, if this 
sequence is a variant of another existing sequence, I would not flag the sequence as a basic 
sequence.  So the basic sequence is unmodified and a reference sequence for a certain protein 
entry.  If the original sequence is modified in any way, the flag Basic Seq ID is set to 0 to reflect 
the change.  Or if the sequence is a variant of another sequence, it gets the value 2.  Sequence 
conflicts would be 3 and alternate spliced sequences could be 4.  If I think the protein sequence 
is a basic sequence, then it would get the value 1.  I have shown how the data model changes 
from the 2-tier approach to 4-tier approach by only using Basic Seq ID in section 3.5. 
Other attributes are the binary flags for each PTM.  The role of these attributes, such as Init-
Methionine, Phosphorylation, and Acetylation, is self explanatory and each attribute has a value 
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1, if that PTM exists on a corresponding protein sequence.  This PTM marking attribute grows 
with the number of PTMs supported in ProSight.   However, in the latest version of ProSight 
Warehouse, I decided to take out these attributes.  I did this as I can get PTM information on a 
certain sequence by parsing the RESID IDs annotated on the sequence.   This makes the update 
work more efficient if I need to add a new supporting PTM to the database. 
 
5.2. Database Loader 
Database Loader is an application that integrates data from an external database.  Before I 
developed the Database Loader, all the pre-processing of the data to be populated for ProSight 
Warehouse were done by multiple scripts in a manual way.  Pre-processing of the data includes 
data format conversion, predicted protein form generation, data annotation, and data population.  
Executing the multiple steps of the data preparation process by running different scripts in a 
sequential manner takes a significant amount of time and is prone to mistakes.  This leads me to 
develop a single application that streamlines the entire process of data preparation. 
Database Loader not only does format conversion to fit the data to the ProSight Warehouse 
schema, but also parses the data, makes predicted protein forms by using shotgun annotation, 
populates the data, and updates the DB_index database tables.  Figure 21 shows the Database 
Loader operation flow.  I will explain each part of the operation of the Database Loader in detail 
throughout the chapter. 
 
5.2.1. Swissknife and BioPerl Libraries 
Database Loader is written in the Perl programming language.  Perl is known to be one of 
the best programming languages to process text, and its adaptability and flexibility allows many 
biologists to manipulate their data without requiring much knowledge about computer 
programming.  Perl is a high level language, however, it does not need complicated variable 
declarations and syntax like other high level languages, such as C and C++.  It does not even 
need a compilation to run, and its scripting-like syntax helps users to write their own code to 
manipulate the data easily.  Due to this, there are many public Perl libraries available for 
advanced biology work.   
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Figure 21: Database Loader flow chart 
The first Perl module that I wanted to adapt was Swissknife.  As shown in the previous 
chapters, the SWISS-PROT format is the format of choice to incorporate and integrate external 
biological databases.  Swissknife is a dedicated Perl library to process SWISS-PROT format data.  
It was developed by the makers of the SWISS-PROT database, the European Bioinformatics 
Institute.  Since Swissknife was created for parsing SWISS-PROT entries, it was easy to use and 
did a pretty decent job of extracting information from data in SWISS-PROT format.  However, I 
was also looking for a universal Perl library that supports more than just SWISS-PROT or 
UniProt.  I wanted the Database Loader code to be a flexible and versatile application which is 
ready to integrate the many biological databases available. 
One of the public biological Perl library projects that caught my attention was BioPerl 
[Stajich et al. 2002].  BioPerl is a collection of Perl modules supporting various bioinformatics 
solutions.  It is not limited to certain databases, and has many features that can be utilized to 
develop bioinformatics applications.  I was focusing on parsing modules of BioPerl for widely 
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known biological databases.  I wanted to use the BioPerl library to extract protein description, 
sequence, and other PTM related information from external databases.  BioPerl supports FASTA, 
SWISS-PROT format, and other databases like GenBank and RefSeq.  If I did not have the 
BioPerl library, I might have needed to develop a parsing module for each database I integrated.  
In the case that I want to import a new database format supported by BioPerl, I do not need to 
change much of the Database Loader code.  This is the main reason why I used external Perl 
libraries, which saved time and effort importing public biological databases.  Plus, since there are 
many scientists and programmers who are using these libraries, a problem that might exist in the 
library can get debugged by other users.  So the credibility and reliability of the code is superior 
to the code developed by me alone.  However, the databases like dbSNP and HPRD I was 
integrating are not directly supported by BioPerl yet.  But, as I described earlier, the data from 
dbSNP and HPRD are converted into the Swiss-Prot format so that the BioPerl library can 
handle the data from these databases indirectly.  Until BioPerl fully supports dbSNP and HPRD, 
I decided to use my conversion script to make the data into a Swiss-Prot format.  As of October, 
2008, BioPerl now provides a way to handle dbSNP and HPRD partially, but it is not enough to 
do what I needed.  Thus, I was still using conversion utilities for dbSNP and HPRD.  In the next 
section, I will be briefly explaining two conversion scripts for dbSNP and HPRD, respectively.  
These scripts serve as a pre-processor for the Database Loader.  
 
5.2.2. dbSNP-SwissProt Converter 
As explained in section 4.2.4, dbSNP data are converted to SwissProt format by using the 
output from the LS-SNP project as a bridge to link dbSNP to UniProt.  This dbSNP-SwissProt 
format conversion script is written by Leonid Zamdborg, my fellow researcher in the Kelleher 
group at the University of Illinois.  This script is also written in Perl and it generates the SWISS-
PROT format output by using the data from the LS-SNP project and the locally built 
SNPSubSNPLink table, which is a part of the dbSNP database shown in Figure 17.  When I built 
the SNPSubSNPLink table in my database based on the schema that they provide, I had to 
modify the data type of some attributes, due to the difference in DBMS.  Specifically, I changed 
‘smalldatetime’ datatype to ‘datetime’ and ‘bit’ to ‘tinyint’ to make the data work right in 
MySQL.   
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This dbSNP-SwissProt converter uses data in SWISS-PROT format as an input file and 
adds dbSNP events as modification information inside the corresponding UniProt entry.  When 
the converter reads each protein entry from the input file, it also looks at the LS-SNP data and 
SNPSubSNPLink table to find whether there are SNP events that have not been recorded in a 
protein entry.  If an unrecorded SNP is found, the converter adds an SNP event as a variant, 
which becomes another type of basic sequence.  Each protein entry in the warehouse can have 
multiple basic sequences, and a variant is one of them.  The concept of basic sequence was 
discussed in 3.5 and will be explained further in 5.2.5.   
I could read the entire SNPSubSNPLink table of dbSNP data into main memory to work as 
an in-memory database, however, this takes up too much memory space and slows down the 
conversion process.  Therefore I made an SNPSubSNPLink table on MySQL as a part of the 
local dbSNP database and it worked efficiently.  Also the data from the LS-SNP project was 
populated to MySQL and was used for the conversion process.  I used a SWISS-PROT format 
file that incorporated UniProt and HPI data as an input file for the dbSNP-SwissProt converter.  
The output of the dbSNP-SwissProt converter has protein information from UniProt, HPI and 
dbSNP. 
 
5.2.3. HPRD-SWISSPROT Converter 
As mentioned in 4.1.3., HPRD offers their entire data in XML format.  They provide each 
entry of their database as a separate XML text file.  So, if there are 30,000 entries in HPRD, I 
would get 30,000 XML text files from the HPRD web page.  All the tags in an XML data file are 
self-explanatory and this makes the conversion job reasonably  intuitive.  For example, in a data 
file, any modifications are marked with a ‘<modifications>’ tag and the type of the modification 
is recorded in a tag like ‘<modification type=”phosphorylation”>’.  Also the location of the PTM 
is indicated using the ‘<ptm_site>’ tag.  The tag that gave me some very helpful information in 
the HPRD data file was ‘<SwissProt>’.  Part of an HPRD XML data example was already shown 
in Figure 15, and these tags are found there.  The value in this tag indicates the SWISS-PROT 
(UniProt) accession number corresponds to the HPRD entry.  As described earlier in 4.2, I used 
this information to integrate HPRD data into UniProt.   
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I wrote a Perl conversion script that uses an XML DOM (Document Object Model) parser 
to extract the description, protein sequence, PTM information, and SWISS-PROT accession 
number from the HPRD data files.  This HPRD converter generates an output text file in a 
SWISS-PROT format from the entire HPRD data file.  Then the SWISS-PROT format HPRD 
data file is merged with the data file from UniProt, HPI, and dbSNP. 
 
5.2.4. Merging Databases 
In my work, the UniProt, HPI, HPRD, and dbSNP databases are merged and integrated into 
ProSight Warehouse.  As explained in the previous chapter, the SWISS-PROT format is chosen 
as a unified data format, and all the data from the four databases are merged into a single input 
file in a SWISS-PROT format.   Then the Database Loader manipulates the unified data.   
As discussed in 4.2, the two SWISS-PROT Integrated Databases, UniProt and HPI, are 
merged first due to their similarity.  Following the merge, the dbSNP integration process is run 
on this integrated data.  In fact, for dbSNP integration, the conversion and integration processes 
are not separate, as I described in the previous section.  The dbSNP events are added as 
modification information in the entries of the UniProt and HPI data.  Finally, the converted 
HPRD data gets integrated into the merged UniProt, HPI, and dbSNP databases.  This entire 
process is summarized in Figure 19 in the previous chapter. 
After the integration and conversion, the merged data file of UniProt, HPI, dbSNP, and 
HPRD in SWISS-PROT format is ready to be annotated and to be populated by the Database 
Loader. 
 
5.2.5. Basic Forms Generation 
The first job of the Database Loader is to parse the merged input file.  By using the BioPerl 
library, the accession numbers, IDs, descriptions, PTM information, and protein sequences are 
extracted.  Since the bulk loading strategy is used to populate the data to the databases, I do not 
send the data to the database as soon as I parse the data.  Rather, the extracted data are stored as a 
text file whose structure is matched to the schema of the corresponding table.  For example, there 
are two tables, Gene and Protein_Form in each organism-specific database.  Database Loader 
creates two text files, Gene.txt and Protein_Form.txt for each table.  These text files are loaded to 
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the tables in the organism-specific database at the end of the Database Loader operation.  
However, Database Loader has an option to choose the population method, and if the on-the-fly 
method is chosen, Database Loader populates the data to the database right after it finishes the 
processing the data for each entry. 
Once Database Loader parses the protein entry in an input file, an accession number, an ID, 
and a description are concatenated and used as a single description entry for a Gene table.  In the 
Gene table, there are only two attributes, an ID and a description. The ID for each protein is 
automatically incremented when the description of a protein entry is populated.  The starting ID 
for each organism is read from the configuration file, which I will explain in 5.2.9. 
From the PTM information and the protein sequence parsed from an external database, all 
the predicted and annotated protein sequences are generated.  First, an unmodified protein 
sequence from the external database is considered as a basic sequence for that protein entry.  
This is used as a basis for all the modified sequences.  The basic sequence tag (Basic Seq ID) is 
marked as 1 for a basic sequence.  However, there are cases where I need to consider the 
sequences as basic sequences even if the sequence is not an unmodified sequence.  These 
examples are sequence variants, sequence conflicts, alternate splicing, and SNPs.  These cases 
were described briefly in the data model section in chapter 3.  Unlike PTMs that are attached to 
existing amino acids, these modifications change the amino acids in the protein sequence.  It 
means that there might be different protein sequences for the same protein.  Sequence variants 
are the variations of the sequences.  Sequence conflicts are the sequences from the same protein 
which are reported differently by different researchers.  Alternate splicing is well known to cause 
protein to have different forms.  Plus SNPs, specifically coding non-synonymous SNPs, as 
discussed in the previous chapter, could change a single amino acid in the protein.  In the Basic 
Seq ID attribute of the Protein_Form table, the sequence variants, sequence conflicts, alternate 
splicing sequences, and SNPs are recorded as 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively. 
Before Database Loader generates all the possible protein forms based on PTM information, 
it creates other basic sequences of sequence variants, sequence conflicts, alternate splicing 
sequences, and the sequences containing SNP events.  Inside of each SWISS-PROT format entry, 
necessary information to generate other basic sequences can be found.  For example, sequence 
variants are tagged with the UniProt feature key ‘VARIANT’ and the offset and the new amino 
acid sequence for that portion are provided next to it.  Database Loader reads this offset and the 
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amino acid information, then creates new basic sequences out of it.  Database Loader keeps 
generating basic sequences until it does not find any more information to make other basic 
sequences. 
Figure 22 shows a typical example of feature keys in UniProt data regarding different basic 
sequences.  ‘FT’ at the head of the line means a feature key, and VAR_SEQ, VARIANT, and 
CONFLICT in the second column represent an alternate splicing, sequence variant, and sequence 
conflict, respectively.  The numbers in the third and fourth columns in Figure 22 are the offsets 
of the amino acids changes.  The fifth column describes the detailed amino acids change for the 
corresponding modification.  The last feature key, SQ, is followed by a protein sequence that will 
be a basic sequence whose Basic Seq ID is 1.     
 
 
Figure 22: Feature keys of UniProt entry 
Based on the information described above, Database Loader can generate basic sequences 
that have a slightly different sequence for the same protein.  From each entry of the external 
database, there is only one basic sequence whose Basic Seq ID is 1.  If there are other basic 
sequences whose Basic Seq ID is not 1, other protein forms based on this are not made.  This is 
avoided, since if I generate all the possible protein forms for those modified basic sequences, it 
will drastically increase the search space and the size of the database.  Also, it might cause other 
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problems, such as the PTM information in the original entry not matching the modified basic 
sequence.  For example, there might be a case where a phosphorylation and a methylation is 
applied to the amino acids that do not exist on the sequence variants.  Also the offsets of the 
amino acids could be changed due to the replacement of amino acids in the sequence.  This 
increases the complexity of the work and it is not at all certain that the modification listed in the 
original protein entry might exist in the sequence variants or the alternatively spliced sequences.  
This can bring up biological issues for its validity.  Due to these issues, I decided not to generate 
predicted protein forms from modified basic sequences. 
In summary, in the first stage of Database Loader, different types of basic sequences are 
created and the unmodified basic sequences (Basic Seq ID = 1) are passed to the next stage to 
make various protein forms with PTMs. 
 
5.2.6. Protein Forms Generation 
One main difference of the ProSight Warehouse and other biological databases is that 
ProSight Warehouse has a significant amount of predicted and annotated protein forms in its 
databases.  Once Database Loader is done making possible basic sequences, it starts to parse the 
PTM and other modification information to begin the shotgun annotation.  As described earlier 
in section 3.2.1, I add the type of modification by using RESID IDs in front of an affected amino 
acid.  In the second stage of Database Loader, shotgun annotation is done while the possible 
protein forms are generated in tandem.  When the PTM is annotated using shotgun annotation, 
Database Loader accesses the PTM_info table in the DB_index database.  PTM_info table is a 
copy of the RESID database and Database Loader gets the RESID ID from it and annotates the 
corresponding amino acid with it.  To reduce the communication necessary between the 
PTM_info table in DB_index database and Database Loader, Database Loader loads the entire 
information of the PTM_info table into memory in the beginning, and uses it as an in-memory 
database.  This method significantly boosts the speed of the data annotation process, since 
referencing RESID information happens very frequently. 
The PTM information in a UniProt entry is tagged by using a feature key ‘MOD_RES’.  
The modification information tagged with MOD_RES is very important.  In addition, I also 
import the modification information with the feature keys LIPID and SE_CYS, since covalent 
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binding of a lipid moiety and selenocysteine is required.  Recently, the SE_CYS feature key has 
changed to NON_STD, meaning non-standard amino acid.  After Database Loader reads out all 
the information with feature keys MOD_RES, LIPID, and SE_CYS(NON_STD), Database 
Loader stores all the detailed information of the modifications in a multi-dimensional array data 
structure.  Then, by iterating this array, all the possible combinations of protein forms are 
generated.  For example, if there are 3 PTMs in an entry, 8 protein forms are made from this (23 
= 8).  I used a binary counter to tag each PTM in an array in order to have all the combinations. 
In Database Loader, I have a parameter to regulate the maximum number of the PTMs in a 
sequence.  Currently I set it to 15, which means there can be 15 PTMs at most in a sequence.  
With 15 PTMs, there could be 215=32,768 protein forms per entry.  As shown in Figure 8, 
99.97% of UniProt entries have less than 15 modifications per entry.  If there is a protein with 
more than 15 PTMs, the PTM trimming technique introduced in 3.3.2 is used to cut down the 
number of PTMs.  If a PTM is discarded from the array by PTM trimming, Database Loader 
makes a single protein from that discarded PTM.  The intention is that although the discarded 
PTM is not included in the combinations of protein forms with PTMs, that PTM is not 
completely ignored.  The maximum number of PTMs per entry can be adjusted by changing the 
maximum in the Database Loader code. 
When the protein sequence is read, monoisotopic and average masses are calculated, 
including the masses of PTMs attached.  Since not every biological database offers monoisotopic 
and average masses at the same time in its protein entry, I wrote a Perl module called 
massCalc.pm to calculate monoisotopic and average mass.  I needed to create a Perl module as I 
could not find a public Perl module to calculate both masses, and I wanted to utilize this module 
in other scripts for other tasks.  I wrote a few scripts for proteomics research and this mass 
calculating module was very useful. 
 
5.2.7. N-Terminal Modifications 
The final stage of generating protein forms in the Database Loader is adding N-terminal 
modifications.  In 3.3.1., about predicting protein forms, it was shown how N-terminal 
modifications such as n-terminal acetylation, n-terminal methylation and cleavage of n-terminal 
methionine are easy to predict and those N-terminal modifications appear very frequently on 
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proteins.  Adding these N-terminal modifications is not complicated, and Database Loader 
simply adds a PTM or removes an amino acid (Methionine) at the very first position of the 
amino acid sequence.  A protein has two termini, N-terminus and C-terminus, and the first amino 
acid of the protein sequence is treated as an N-terminus and the last amino acid in the sequence 
as a C-terminus.  Since N-terminal modifications are the last modifications added to the protein 
form generated, this process would increase the number of protein forms in the database more 
than any other modification.  This occurs as N-terminal modifications target all the protein forms 
in the database.  For example, by simply adding the N-terminal acetylation, the number of 
protein forms in the database gets doubled, since each protein form will have one more protein 
form with an acetylation attached in the first amino acid.  In this case, I chose to have N-terminal 
acetylation, N-terminal methylation and cleavage of initial methionine cases, and this increased 
the number of total number of protein forms by a factor of 8.  However, even after this size 
increase, the total size of the database is still only several hundred megabytes which I think is 
easily manageable on any recent computer system. 
 
5.2.8. Database Population 
The final stage of Database Loader is the population of data into the organism-specific 
database in ProSight Warehouse.  At the same time, Database Loader updates the DB_index 
database that contains the information about the organism-specific database itself.   
Since the bulk loading strategy is the default population method, Database Loader creates 
two text files with all the protein forms and additional information for two tables (Gene, 
Protein_Form) in an organism-specific database.  Then, these two output files are loaded into the 
database.  The bulk loading strategy significantly reduces the population time, since it does not 
require much communication traffic between Database Loader and the MySQL database.  An 
added benefit of the bulk loading strategy is that the output files for the database tables can be 
used as data backups for the database.  Since I mainly use the Perl programming language and 
MySQL, the Perl MySQL API was used to make the connection between Database Loader and 
ProSight Warehouse.  However, Database Loader for ProSightPC®, which is a stand-alone 
application for external users, uses an ODBC connection to the database for better compatibility 
and expandability. 
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While the various protein forms are made in the protein form generation process, Database 
Loader also collects the information needed for the DB_index database.  For example, 
DB_by_PTM table in DB_index database needs the occurrences for each PTM in a certain 
organism, and Database Loader counts the number of PTM appearances while it is reading each 
the entry.  While the data population is being completed, this information about the database for 
the DB_index database is also updated.  The number of basic forms and total protein forms, the 
source and size of the database, and other information for DB_info table in DB_index database 
are also updated.  Database Loader not only does the annotation and generation of protein forms, 
but also updates all the related databases of DB_index in ProSight Warehouse.  Later, the user 
interface of ProSight software reads the information from DB_index database and provides the 
basic information of each organism-specific database to the user. 
 
5.2.9. Database Loader Configuration  
Database Loader has many options that the user can control.  The operator of Database 
Loader can specify what kind of DBMS is used and can include or exclude PTMs from the 
database.  All the options affecting the operation of Database Loader are stored in a file called 
‘config.xml’.  Figure 23 shows the contents of config.xml file.  This configuration file is an 
XML file and is read and parsed by Database Loader at the beginning of the operation.  The 
reason why I chose to make the configuration file in XML is that all the tags are self explanatory, 
so it is easy to understand the parameters for Database Loader. 
As seen in the diagram, the database information is written under the <Database> tag and 
the starting ID for a database is recorded in the <starteID> tag.  From this start ID, each protein 
form gets the new ID incremented by 1.  Under the <PTM> section, the user can regulate what 
kind of PTMs can be included.  For example, if selenocystein is not wanted, then ‘off’ is noted in 
the <seleno> tag, as <seleno>off</seleno>.  The input file type is also specified in 
<InputFileType>, and bulk loading can be turned on or off, too.  This configuration file can be 
made manually, if Database Loader is run on a command prompt as a Perl script.  However, the 
configuration file can be generated automatically if Database Loader for ProSightPC® is used.  In 
ProSightPC®, the user can upload their data by using an Individual Sequence Loader which is a 
ProSightPC® version of Database Loader that has a graphic user interface so that the user can 
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choose what kind of PTMs to include by clicking each PTM on a menu.  In this case, a 
configuration file is generated by the ProSightPC® software and the Individual Sequence Loader 
runs with this configuration file. 
 
 
Figure 23: Configuration file of Database Loader 
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Not every option is available through a configuration file.  There are some parameters that 
do not change often or affect the operation of Database Loader.  These parameters are hard 
coded in the Database Loader code.  The maximum number of PTMs per entry is one example.  
However, this parameter can be easily moved to the configuration file if needed.  
 
5.2.10. Handling Exceptions 
While I was working with protein databases, I found cases where some of the amino acids 
are not clear in the protein sequence.  One example of this ambiguity is that sometimes there is 
an amino acid represented with the letter ‘X’.  X means that amino acid is unknown.  Although 
this ambiguity occurs in less than 1% of the entire UniProt entries, I still needed to decide what 
would be the proper amino acid for X in order to calculate the whole mass of the protein.   
At first, I replaced this with A (Alanine) as a random selection.  Thus the protein sequence 
with the amino acid X might not have the accurate mass.  Later, I added an option to omit an 
entry whose protein sequence includes one or more Xs in it.  These omitted sequences are 
written to a file called seqlog so that the operator of Database Loader could see which entries are 
not included in the ProSight Warehouse.  I let the user of Database Loader decide which option 
to choose depending on the situation.   
There are more ambiguous cases like this.  One is the amino acid marked as B, which is 
either N (asparagine) or D (Aspartic acid).  Another is Z for E (glutamic acid) or Q (glutamine), 
and J for L (leucine) or I (isoleucine).  For these cases, two protein forms are made for each 
ambiguous amino acid found.  Fortunately, these cases are rare, less than 0.09%, and the 
database has not yet encountered a protein sequence which includes J. 
 
5.2.11. Database Indexing 
The queries that ProSight Warehouse gets from ProSight Retriever, which is the search 
engine for ProSight software, are all range queries based on the mass of the protein.  In top-down 
proteomics, an intact mass is acquired from mass spectrometry and the researcher uses the intact 
mass to identify and to characterize the protein.  When ProSight software gets the mass from the 
user with a tolerance, it queries ProSight Warehouse with that mass range.  For example, if the 
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mass is 1000 Da and the tolerance is 50 Da, the range for the query would 950 to 1050 Da.  Then 
the database in ProSight Warehouse returns the candidate proteins whose masses are within the 
given range back to ProSight Retriever.  By using these candidate protein forms, ProSight 
Retriever assesses the P-score to rank the candidate protein forms with other information such as 
fragment masses of the protein acquired from mass spectrometry.   The details about the scoring 
system and ProSight Retriever are explained in [Taylor et al. 2003; LeDuc et al. 2004]. 
Thus, if ProSight Warehouse is optimized for range queries, ideal performance is expected.  
When Database Loader populates the data to the organism-specific databases in ProSight 
Warehouse, database indexing is done at the same time for monoisotopic mass and average mass.  
These two attributes are the only attributes which store mass in the database, and indexing on 
these attributes is nicely done by the MySQL database system.   As mentioned in 3.1.1, MySQL 
utilizes a B-tree data structure for an index.  Once the B-tree indexing structure is built based on 
masses of proteins, any search operation can be done in O(log n) time.  Since the B-tree indexing 
tree works very well with numeric data, good results are obtained in acceptable search time.  The 
results are discussed in the next chapter. 
 
5.2.12. Other Features 
The current version of Database Loader handles the data in SWISS-PROT format, which is 
a unified format ideal for database integration.  Database Loader can also import other types of 
data which BioPerl supports.  Database Loader has been used to populate data in FASTA format.  
There are some organisms whose protein data are only offered in FASTA format, and Database 
Loader has been used to import this data into ProSight Warehouse without any problem.  To 
make Database Loader handle FASTA format data, only the InputFileType parameter needs to 
be changed in the configuration file, as shown in the previous section. 
Database Loader also handles the APC schema as discussed in 3.1.2.  R. Fellers used 
Database Loader to do his thesis work for APC in [Fellers 2005]. 
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5.3. Conclusion 
In this chapter, I described the detailed structure of the absolute mass search schema of 
ProSight Warehouse to explain the implementation of the databases.  Absolute mass search 
schema consists of DB_info table, a database of databases, and organism-specific databases that 
actually carry the sequence and the modification information.  The simple structure of the 
database and storing pre-calculated masses and annotated sequences in the Protein_Form table, 
which is the main table of the organism-specific databases, contribute to the performance of 
ProSight Warehouse.  Performance evaluation of the databases will be discussed in the next 
chapter. 
I implemented the Database Loader as a helper application to ProSight Warehouse.  
Database Loader executes multiple jobs such as data format conversion, data annotation, 
predicted form generation, and data population in a streamlined manner.  It eliminates the use of 
multiple scripts that I used for an individual task for preparing data for ProSight Warehouse.  
Public software libraries were evaluated for parsing the data from biological databases and 
BioPerl was chosen for the Database Loader because of its flexibility and the support of many 
popular biological databases.  Ways to generate basic protein forms and predicted protein forms 
were explored and the flow of the entire process of the Database Loader was introduced in this 
chapter. 
Still, there are some abiguious data in the biological database and I showed my approach to 
handling the exceptions due to unknown amino acids in the protein sequence.  These ambiguities 
make the work in the biological area difficult. 
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Chapter 6.  
Performance and Scalability 
ProSight PTM (http://prosightptm.scs.uiuc.edu) was first made available to the public in 
2003 [Taylor et al. 2003].  It was the first top-down proteomics software suite for identifying and 
characterizing intact proteins.  Any user can request an account for free, for academic research, 
and use it for their proteomics work.  Since ProSight PTM is a web-based software and database 
suite, and is managed by the ProSight PTM development team, the user can request a specific 
organism database if it’s not yet available on ProSight PTM.  Initially, there were databases 
provided for a small number of organisms such as Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Bacillus subtilis, 
Methanococcus jannaschii, and Escherichia coli.  When ProSight PTM was newly launched, it 
used FASTA format data files, hence there is was not much PTM information available to be 
incorporated.  As explained in 4.1.1, data files in FASTA format only include sequences and 
descriptions, and I added N-terminal modifications and initial methionine on/off cases to the 
database.  These simple databases served their role to characterize the proteins from the 
organisms with few or no modifications.  Over time, ProSight Warehouse incorporated external 
databases with PTM information, and I separated the databases built from FASTA files and other 
information-rich formats, such as SWISS-PROT format for SWISS-PROT and UniProt 
databases.  As  described in earlier chapters, the former case was called a simple database and 
the latter case was termed a highly annotated database.  These two types of databases have 
different database schemas, since the simple database has less information than the highly 
annotated database.  However, I later found out that having a single schema for all the databases 
was easier to manage, the schema for a highly annotated database can also be used to store a 
simple database.   
In this chapter, the performance of ProSight Warehouse is evaluated, and by utilizing an 
experiment, I discuss the efficiency of absolute mass search, our current schema for ProSight 
Warehouse.  The core of ProSight Warehouse, for top-down proteomics research, is optimizing 
the return of candidate proteins from our warehouse by using the given protein mass range.  
Throughout the previous chapters, it is discussed how ProSight Warehouse gets populated with 
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known and predicted protein forms based on the information extracted from external biological 
databases.  Having high quality protein sequences is a critical factor for the warehouse.  The term 
high quality protein sequence, in this regard, means protein sequences that were observed or are 
sequences that could exist with a high probability based on verifiable evidence.  In previous 
chapters, I mainly emphasized how such a high quality data warehouse was built.  And I also 
argued that absolute mass search schema, our choice of the database schema for ProSight 
Warehouse, should provide decent performance due to its simplicity and pre-calculated masses.  
In this chapter, I show the actual performance of the data warehouse on a known protein with 
modifications. 
 
6.1. Histone Experiment 
In this section, I explore the search time of the database.  I make a reasonable assumption 
for a maximum database size.  In an ideal world, there would be a gigantic database that contains 
every possible protein sequence.  However, our data warehouse should be practical and well-
suited for the limitations of today’s computing environment.  The original intension was to have 
the data warehouse be compact and portable so it can perform well on any modern computer.  
Therefore, when I did experiments on the data warehouse, I limited the size of the environment 
so it would mirror a typical user’s computing power.  
Rather than using an arbitrary protein form, I wanted to use a protein sequence that actually 
exists.  As a result, I chose a human histone H4 sequence to generate predicted protein forms and 
created a database that contains all its possible protein forms.  Histone is the protein which 
allows DNA to have its winding structure, and it’s the main component of chromatin.  Histone 
has six classes, H1, H2A, H2B, H3, H4, and H5 [Jaskelioff and Peterson 2003; Felsenfeld and 
Groudine 2003].  Post-translational modifications have been observed on H2A, H2B, H3, and H4.  
The reason to chose histone is that histone is one of the most heavily modified proteins, and it 
conveniently has known PTM rules to create many different protein forms.  Among histone 
proteins, the sequence of histone H4 is fully known and the modification sites on it have been 
extensively studied and identified.  Specifically, there are seven sites on histone H4 that can have 
modifications on them.  By using these modification sites as the PTM rules, I generated 
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predicted protein forms that can exist in real life.  Figure 24 shows the protein sequence of 
histone H4. 
 
 
Figure 24: Histone H4 sequence 
Here are the actual rules for histone modifications:  
1.  Arginine 3 (meaning arginine located at the 3rd position of histone H4) can be mono- or 
dimethylated.  
2.  Lysines 5, 8, 12, 16, and 20 can be mono-, di-, trimethylated or acetylated  
3.  Serine 1 can be phosphorylated.   
 
For a given rule set, the possible number of protein forms can be calculated by the 
following equation: 
N = (n1 + 1)f1 × (n2 + 1)f2 × (n3 + 1)f3 × … × (ni + 1)fi 
 
ni: the number of possible PTMs for amino acid i 
fi : the number of occurrences of amino acid i in the sequence allowed to be 
modified 
 
From this equation, 31 × 55 × 21 = 18,750 protein forms were generated.  Adding possible 
N-terminal acetylation and initial methionine on/off increased the total to 46,875.  I populated all 
these protein forms into ProSight Warehouse by using Perl scripts and the size of the database in 
MySQL is only 7.8 megabytes.  This was not enough to test the search time over the maximum 
size of the database, so I added rules to have more modifications on the histone H4.  For example, 
more arginines (R) can be methylated, or serine (S) can have phosphorylations in more than one 
site.  
With all the known and added rules, and sites for the PTM on histone H4, the output files 
that contain predicted protein forms were created by using a Perl script that I made for this 
                   10         20         30         40         50 
SGRGKGGKGL GKGGAKRHRK VLRDNIQGIT KPAIRRLARR GGVKRISGLI 
         60         70         80         90         100 
YEETRGVLKV FLENVIRDAV TYTEHAKRKT VTAMDVVYAL KRQGRTLYGF GG 
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purpose.  I made 8 output files in various sizes from 78 MB up to 4,096 MB, and these output 
files were populated into individual databases in ProSight Warehouse.   
The reason why the upper limit is 4,096 MB is that it is the maximum size of a single file 
that can be handled without additional support on a 32 bit operating system.  In a 32 bit 
environment, 232 is the maximum addressing range and 232 is 4,294,967,296 = 4,096 MB.  There 
are operating systems or file systems that can handle a file bigger than 4,096 MB,  however this 
system should run on any platform without worrying about the file size limit, and 4,096 MB is 
more than enough room to carry the necessary modifications.  A 4,096 MB database has a little 
over 22 million protein forms in it.  Table 1 shows the size of each database and the number of 
protein forms in it respectively. 
 
DB No. of Protein Forms Size (MB)
1 442,771 78
2 885,542 157
3 1,328,314 237
4 1,771,086 318
5 2,213,857 398
6 4,427,714 803
7 13,283,141 2,443
8 22,138,568 4,096  
Table 1: Histone H4 database 
 
6.2. Performance 
A reasonable range query was given to ProSight Warehouse and the search times were 
recorded using a linux command, ‘time.’  I used an SQL query ‘select count(*) from 
Protein_Form where avMass between 11712.8 and 11714.8’ to test the search of the histone 
databases.  As described earlier, Protein_Form is an actual table that houses all the protein forms.  
In fact, Retriever, which is a search engine for ProSight PTM, sends a range query like this to 
ProSight Warehouse to get the candidate proteins.  The query was executed on ProSight 
Warehouse which uses MySQL version 11.18 distribution 3.23.52 on a AMD 2200+ dual CPU 
PC running Linux OS.  To avoid skewed results from caching, I cleared the cache every time and 
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averaged the time from 10 results of the same query.  To see the effect of indexing on average 
mass (avMass) and monoisotopic mass (monoMass), the SQL query was executed on the two 
databases with the same data; one without indexing, the other one with indexing applied.  Figure 
25 shows the result of this experiment.  Although the search times are significantly different for 
no indexing/indexing cases, the search time grows linearly with the size, and the slope of the 
search time does not change much.  For databases without indexing, there was just over a 31 
minute difference in the search time between the smallest one (78 MB) and the biggest one (4 
GB).  However, there is only a 1.74 second difference between those in indexed databases.   
 
DB Size (MB) Time (No Indexing) Time (Indexed)
1 78 0:00:00.81 0:00:00.00
2 157 0:00:01.62 0:00:00.03
3 237 0:00:02.46 0:00:00.03
4 318 0:00:03.29 0:00:00.06
5 398 0:01:19.35 0:00:00.11
6 803 0:06:24.40 0:00:00.25
7 2,443 0:16:43.14 0:00:00.92
8 4,096 0:31:23.93 0:00:01.74  
Table 2: Search time results 
0:00:00.00
0:07:12.00
0:14:24.00
0:21:36.00
0:28:48.00
0:36:00.00
0 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000
Ti
m
e
DB Size in MB
Retrieval time over the size of the DB (no indexing)
(select count(*) from Protein_Form where avMass between 11712.8 and 11714.8)
 
Figure 25: Retrieval time with the size of the database (No Indexing) 
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Retrieval time with the size of the DB (indexed)
(select count(*) from Protein_Form where avMass between 11712.8 and 11714.8)
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Figure 26: Retrieval time with the size of the database (Indexed) 
Acquiring candidate protein forms from a database with 22 million records in 1.7 seconds is 
excellent.  There were two main factors involved in this remarkable search time. One was the B-
tree indexing of MySQL that has (O(log n)) search time, and secondly indexing on numbers 
rather than strings or any other special data type.  The effect of indexing on the search time was 
expected, and this is the reason why I indexed on avMass and monoMass in all the databases that 
are used by public users in ProSight Warehouse through the ProSight PTM web page. 
 
6.3. Scalability 
As described in earlier chapters, I developed the database schema, called absolute mass 
search schema, that can grow exponentially with the number of PTMs in a protein.  To be precise, 
with n proteins and m possible PTMs per protein, the database in ProSight Warehouse would 
have O(n 2m) protein forms.  In this section, I would like to justify why this approach is used, 
and what its benefits are.  
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When I initially designed the ProSight Warehouse, implementing a terabyte (TB) size 
database was possible, and a database that size could support up to 14 PTMs in every record of 
the database.  What follows is an estimation of this PTM value.   
There are approximately 100,000 unique protein sequences in the human genome.  This 
approximation was from a domain expert in the Kelleher Lab, and human is expected to have the 
most complex protein sequences.  In ProSight Warehouse, the average number of amino acids 
per human protein is around 460, based on the data from a human database created from UniProt.  
With additional flag information, each record in the database takes up roughly 500 bytes.  Given 
m PTMs, the total size of the database would be 500 * 100,000 * 2m.  Since 1 TB is 240 bytes, the 
maximum number of PTMs can be calculated from the equation, 500 * 100,000 * 2m = 240 and m 
is approximately 14.   
The MySQL database running on Linux has a file size limit of 4GB due to the the 32-bit 
operating system limitation, and this makes for a limit of 6 PTMs on every record by using the 
equation above.  However, from Figure 8, 99.85% of the entries in UniProt have equal or less 
than 6 PTMs and only 0.15% of entries have more than 6 PTMs.  As UniProt is known to have 
the richest information available, I thought that the absolute mass search schema would work, 
and I implemented the database with the absolute mass search schema for ProSight Warehouse.   
The biggest database in ProSight Warehouse, at the time this was written, is the human 
dbSNP database.  It takes up 3.4 GB of the storage space and contains 2.8 million protein forms.  
Thus, even the biggest database in ProSight Warehouse can easily fit on any computer available 
on the market. 
[Taylor et al. 2003] showed that given n proteins and m possible PTMs per protein, the 
search algorithm of ProSight PTM runs in O(m log 2n) and the absolute mass algorithm scales 
almost linearly with the increasing size of m.  This means that the size of the database can grow 
exponentially with respect to m (O(n 2m)).  However the search time increases linearly as shown 
in Figure 25 and 26. 
I introduced the APC schema, an alternative schema that grows linearly with the number of 
PTMs (m), in 3.1.2.  If the APC schema is implemented in ProSight Warehouse, there is a 
performance overhead, since it generates all the possible protein forms on-the-fly rather than 
storing them in the database.  Plus it is much more difficult to implement the APC schema due to 
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its complicated structure, and additional steps to generate the on-the-fly predicted protein forms 
are necessary. 
Not only does the absolute mass search schema have a very fast search time, the additional 
software tools of ProSight PTM are supportive.  Those tools which utilize fragment masses to 
pinpoint the correct protein forms help compensate for possible misses by the absolute mass 
search schema.  The small number of tables in the absolute mass search schema leads to database 
operations with low overhead, and the Database Loader can be kept simple.  
ProSight PTM has been running since 2003, and there have not been any complaints from 
the users regarding the search time and the accuracy of the search results. 
With the growing size of storage space, and the dominance of new 64 bit operating systems, 
this will allow a bigger search space on ProSight PTM and the absolute search schema will be 
able to handle more PTMs. 
 
6.4. Conclusion 
I built histone H4 databases to examine the performance of the databases in ProSight 
Warehouse.  Based on the rules that are known, the histone databases with different sizes were 
created.  I expected to have fast retrieval time from the database using the absolute mass search 
schema, since the masses of the protein forms in the databases were pre-calculated and indexed.  
With the histone H4 database that had more than 22 million records, the search time for an SQL 
query similar to the one used in ProSight PTM was 1.74 seconds.  The same database without 
indexing resulted in 31.23 seconds, which is significantly slower than the indexed database.  This 
shows the power of indexing.  The biggest database in ProSight PTM now is approximately 400 
MB and the retrieval time of the histone database whose size is almost the same as the one on 
ProSight PTM is only 0.11 second (Table 2). 
With n proteins and m PTMs, ProSight Warehouse has (n 2m) protein forms at the 
maximum.  As I showed previously, the database of size 1 terabyte could have 14 PTMs in every 
entry in the database while 99.97% of the UniProt database has 14 or less PTMs.  As a matter of 
fact, the human database built from UniProt in ProSight Warehouse takes up only 395.7 MB 
(Figure 30) and the maximum allowed PTMs per entry was set to 15 when the database was 
created.  Although the size of the database with absolute mass search schema can grow 
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exponentially with respect to the number of PTMs, I can manage the database without the 
problem of database explosion by using the heuristics to regulate the number of PTMs. 
The fast search time shown in this chapter and the reasonable size of the organism-specific 
databases in real life (up to 400 MB for ProSight PTM) justify the absolute mass search schema 
in ProSight Warehouse. 
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Chapter 7.  
Conclusion 
Identifying and characterizing proteins is one of the most challenging tasks in the domain of 
biology and chemistry.  Even with the availability of ultra high precision analytical instruments, 
like tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS), it is still difficult, and there is much more research to 
be done in the proteomics field.  The assistance of computer science techniques as a data analysis 
backend is of great help. 
Top-down proteomics is a new paradigm in protein research offering close to 100% 
sequence coverage which revolutionizes the identification and characterization of proteins 
harboring modifications in a single step.  Without the assistance from experts in many different 
domains, the top-down proteomics methodology would not have been successful, as it needs 
information gathered by preparing protein samples and operating analytical instruments. 
In the previous chapters, I have discussed various aspects of ProSight Warehouse, the 
backend data warehouse for ProSight PTM.  ProSight Warehouse serves a critical role in the 
entire top-down proteomics pipeline. 
 
7.1. The First Top-Down Proteomics Software Suite 
ProSight PTM is the first software suite for top-down proteomics research.  It has been 
publicly available on the web (http://prosightptm.scs.uiuc.edu) since 2003.  ProSight PTM 
initially started with four main components, which are Retriever (database search algorithm), 
ProSight Warehouse, a file/data manger, and a project tracker.  Following the release, there have 
been demands from researchers for more sophisticated tools to analyze and visualize the data.  
So our team added many software tools including PKL/PRL maker, Noise Reducer, Sequence 
Tag Compiler, and Ion Predictor.  Later, more analysis tools such as Sequence Gazer and 
Fragment Predictor were added to ProSightPC®, which is a stand-alone application for individual 
PCs.  ProSight PTM now has integrated analysis utilities, which initially were only available on 
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ProSightPC®, and became ProSight PTM 2.0 (http://prosightptm2.northwestern.edu) [Zamdborg 
et al. 2007].  Figure 27 shows a screenshot of ProSight PTM 2.0. 
 
 
Figure 27: ProSight PTM 2.0 
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There have been 5 publications regarding the development of ProSight PTM [LeDuc et al. 
2008; Zamdbor et al. 2007; LeDuc et al. 2007; LeDuc et al. 2003; Taylor et al. 2003] and 70 
journal papers have cited ProSight PTM. 
Figure 28 shows the fragmentation details of the results from an absolute mass search on 
ProSight PTM 2.0. 
 
 
Figure 28: Fragmentation details of ProSight PTM 2.0 
7.2. The Data Warehouse 
In this dissertation, I have shown how I represented the very complex nature of proteins 
with simple data models implemented on the databases.  From the data collected in FASTA 
format, one of the simplest formats in which to store protein information, a 2-tier data model was 
successfully constructed and applied to the databases for simple organisms.  Fairly 
straightforward modification rules, like N-terminal modifications such as N-terminal acetylation 
and initial methionine on/off cases, were added to the protein sequence so that the database 
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includes predicted protein forms without the modification information from the original data.  
Since N-terminal modifications and initial methionine on/off events are frequent, the users can 
get relevant search results with these minor modifications of the original protein sequences. 
Figure 29 is a screenshot of simple databases featured on ProSight PTM.  ProSight 
Warehouse has 12 simple databases for 11 organisms, and the total number of protein forms are 
338,244 generated from 227,526 sequences.  All these protein forms only take up 291.6 MB of 
the disk space. 
Highly annotated databases are listed in Figure 30.  Among the 12 databases shown, human 
databases have the most protein forms.  One of the human databases made from UniProt has 
664,843 protein forms generated from 33,392 basic sequences.  A biological database like 
UniProt includes a large quantity of information regarding protein modifications.  To help 
optimize the database size, the PTMs to be integrated are chosen by the domain experts, and the 
Database Loader only generates protein forms from those PTMs.  Ways to regulate the number 
of protein forms created from a single protein were introduced in 3.3.2, and size limits of the 
highly annotated database have been successfully managed.  Working in the background, the 
Database Loader has functioned flawlessly to make protein forms with various modifications, 
and to populate the databases.  In total, there are currently 2,510,874 protein forms from 204,771 
basic sequences, and all of these are highly annotated databases with a total size of 1,513 MB. 
There are also experimental databases in ProSight Warehouse and these databases are not 
available to the public.  The histone databases for the experiment discussed in chapter 6 are an 
example of one of these experimental databases. 
MySQL, the free relational database management system used in ProSight Warehouse, is 
robust and very reliable.  It has been running for several years without any major problems, and 
many options in the APIs provide a comfortable environment for accessing the database via 
outside modules, like the Database Loader.  Also, taking advantage of the indexing method of 
MySQL, implemented internally with a B-tree data structure, leads to a fast search time.  Since 
MySQL supports multiple platforms, it was relatively straightforward to port the databases to a 
personal computer running Windows in order to operate ProSightPC®.   
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Figure 29: Simple databases on ProSight PTM 
 
Figure 30: Highly annotated databases on ProSight PTM 
Shotgun annotation, which is the prescriptive data annotation method that I developed, is 
the first data annotation method that directly puts the modification information inside of the 
protein sequence in the database.  This approach significantly contributed to achieving our goal 
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of identification and characterization in a single step, since all the protein forms carry 
modification information inside of the sequence.  In addition, it helps other software tools in 
ProSight PTM to visualize the PTM information from the sequence.  For the modifications that 
are not PTMs, I also devised the extended shotgun annotation method which worked well in 
dealing with the dbSNP database. 
The major constraint of ProSight Warehouse is updating the external databases.  
Fortunately, the updates of major biological databases are infrequent.  Still, if ProSight 
Warehouse needs to be updated, it requires multiple manual steps.  Automatic streamlined 
integration of external databases would be a nice addition to ProSight Warehouse.  But, since the 
acquisition of the databases is not systematic, and the access to the data is sometimes not 
provided officially, automatic integration is quite challenging.  Inconsistency in data formatting 
also creates another obstacle to automating the database updates. 
ProSight Warehouse can grow exponentially with the number of PTMs which exist in a 
protein entry.  However, with the proper regulation techniques for the protein forms generation, 
ProSight Warehouse can support a complex organism like a human strain and still maintain a fast 
search time on such large databases.  Seven years have passed since the launch of ProSight PTM, 
and ProSight Warehouse, using the absolute mass search schema, is still serving a vital and 
efficient part of the top-down proteomics software suite. 
 
7.3. Final Thoughts 
Sometimes research has little applicability, and remains as pure research, never getting 
implemented.  I am happy that I built the data warehouse for the top-down proteomics software 
suite, as it was made public and has been running smoothly.  This dissertation has shown how I 
constructed the data warehouse, along with the approaches that I have considered.  In addition, 
my proposal for overcoming biological database integration issues will contribute to further 
research in the area. 
ProSight PTM is a very active, ongoing project and ProSightPC 2.0 has just launched.  
ProSight PTM is expanding its domain by supporting a ‘bottom up’ approach, and new search 
methods and software tools are continually being added. 
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In the future, I hope that a more scalable and fast database schema is developed so that 
ProSight Warehouse hosts more protein forms from numerous biological databases without 
consideration of storage space limitations.  The development of biological database integration in 
an automated way would also be very fascinating.  And if the Database Loader incorporates 
many advanced protein modification prediction algorithms in it, it would really help to expand 
the search space by generating more predicted protein forms. 
With the tremendous amount of research and implementation achieved by the Kelleher 
group, ProSight PTM will keep serving as a prominent software package in the top-down 
proteomics domain.  ProSight Warehouse remains a core part of that software, since candidate 
proteins returned from the data warehouse are the key factor in identification and 
characterization of the proteins.  
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